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Introduction

In 2014, the Supreme Court of the United States issued
a unanimous decision in Fifth Third Bancorp v.
Dudenhoeffer.1 On first glance, Dudenhoeffer’s holding
appeared plaintiff-friendly – the Court held that fiduci-
aries of an employee stock ownership plan (ESOP),
which is a qualified retirement plan designed to primarily
invest in employer securities, are not entitled to a
‘‘presumption of prudence’’ when a participant challenges
a fiduciary’s decision to acquire or hold employer stock
under the Employee Retirement Income Security Act of
1974, as amended (ERISA).2

But further into the opinion, the Court arguably set a
higher bar for plaintiffs bringing ERISA stock-drop
suits, holding that ‘‘where a stock is publicly traded,
allegations that a fiduciary should have recognized
from publicly available information alone that the
market was over- or undervaluing the stock are implau-
sible as a general rule, at least in the absence of special
circumstances.’’3 The optimal means of addressing these
allegations, according to the Court, is ‘‘through careful,
context-sensitive scrutiny of a complaint’s allegations’’
under the pleading standards established in Bell Atlantic
Corporation v. Twombly4 and Ashcroft v. Iqbal.5,6
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Despite the elevated pleading standard endorsed by
the Court in Dudenhoeffer, plaintiffs have persisted in
pursuing ERISA stock-drop suits. In two recent appel-
late decisions, however, both the Fifth and the Ninth
Circuits affirmed dismissals of ERISA stock-drop
complaints based on Dudenhoeffer. These opinions
are in line with those of at least four circuit courts
before them, and spell further difficulties for plaintiffs
in stock-drop suits.7

ERISA Stock-Drop Lawsuits

Through ERISA and various provisions of the Internal
Revenue Code, Congress sought to encourage owner-
ship of employer stock in retirement plans through
ESOPs, which are not are not ‘‘intended to replace
traditional pension arrangements,’’ but to ‘‘promote
the ownership, partial or complete, of firms by their
employees.’’8 Although ERISA generally requires that
employee retirement plans be diversified, Congress
included specific provisions in ERISA to eliminate
diversification requirements for individual account
plans that hold employer stock.9

In an ERISA stock-drop suit, plan participants generally
allege that plan fiduciaries breached their fiduciary
duties of loyalty and prudence by allowing participants
to invest in employer stock. The suits usually come in
the wake of a precipitous decline in employer stock
price. These suits generally involve two core claims.
First, in a prudence claim, participants contend that

the company stock became an imprudent investment
because of adverse circumstances concerning the
employer that the participant alleges should have
caused plan fiduciaries to divest or cease future acquisi-
tions of the stock. Second, participants allege that
fiduciaries knew or should have known about circum-
stances adversely affecting the company, and that they
breached their fiduciary duties by affirmatively misleading
or failing to warn participants about the risks of conti-
nuing to invest in company stock.

Fifth Third Bancorp v. Dudenhoeffer

Before the Court’s decision in Dudenhoeffer, multiple
appellate courts (Second, Third, Fifth, Sixth, Seventh,
Ninth, and Eleventh Circuits), applied a ‘‘presumption
of prudence’’ to ERISA stock-drop suits, meaning that
those courts found that a fiduciary’s decision to hold
or acquire employer stock presumptively prudent.10

In Dudenhoeffer, however, the Court eliminated the
prudence presumption.

There, a financial services firm, Fifth Third Bancorp,
sponsored a defined contribution retirement plan. Parti-
cipants made contributions to their individual accounts
and could direct their contributions to the investment of
their choice from a menu of pre-selected options. One
of those options was Fifth Third stock that was held in
an ESOP component within the plan.11

During the relevant period, Fifth Third allegedly pursued
a risky strategy of engaging in subprime lending, but the
plan fiduciaries continued to buy and hold Fifth Third
stock and offer it as an investment option. With the finan-
cial crisis of 2009, when the market crashed, Fifth
Third’s stock price fell by 74 percent, ‘‘eliminat[ing] a
large part of the retirement savings that the participants
had invested in the ESOP.’’12

Plan participants brought a putative class-action lawsuit
under ERISA, claiming that the defendant-plan fiduci-
aries breached their fiduciary duties in two respects.
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7 Saumer v. Cliffs Nat. Res., 853 F.3d 855 (6th Cir. 2017);
Coburn v. Evercore Tr. Co., N.A., 844 F.3d 965 (D.C. Cir.
2016); Rinehart v. Lehman Bros. Holdings Inc., 817 F.3d 56
(2d Cir. 2016); Pfeil v. State St. Bank & Tr. Co., 806 F.3d 377
(6th Cir. 2015), cert denied, 136 S. Ct. 2511 (2016); Smith v.
Delta Air Lines, Inc., 619 F. App’x 874 (11th Cir. 2015).
8 Steinman v. Hicks, 352 F.3d 1101, 1103 (7th Cir. 2003).
9 Under ERISA, qualified plans generally are not permitted
to acquire or hold employer securities in excess of ten percent
of plan assets. ERISA §§ 406(a)(1)(E) & (a)(2) and 407(a)(2).
ERISA exempts eligible individual account plans from that ten
percent limitation and other investment diversification rules.
ERISA §§ 404(a)(1)(C) & (a)(2), 407(b)(1). Because an
ESOP is an eligible individual account plan under ERISA
§ 407(d)(3), it can hold employer securities in excess of ten
percent of plan assets if the plan document permits.

10 The Third Circuit was the first to adopt this presumption
in Moench v. Robertson, 62 F.3d 553, 560 (3d Cir. 1995).
11 Dudenhoeffer, 134 S. Ct. at 2463-64.
12 134 S. Ct. at 2464.
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First, plan fiduciaries should have known, based on
publicly available information such as newspaper arti-
cles, that Fifth Third’s subprime lending ‘‘would soon
leave creditors high and dry as the housing market
collapsed and subprime borrowers became unable to
pay off their mortgages.’’13 Second, participants alleged
that plan fiduciaries possessed nonpublic information
indicating that Fifth Third officers had deceived the
market by making material misstatements about the
company’s financial prospects, leading the market
to overvalue its stock. In effect, this meant that the
ESOP - and thus the plan participants - were over-
paying for Fifth Third stock. Had the plan fiduciaries
been prudent, the plaintiffs alleged, they could have
sold the ESOP’s holdings of Fifth Third stock, ceased
acquiring Fifth Third stock, cancelled the plan’s ESOP
option, and/or disclosed inside information so that the
market would adjust its valuation of Fifth Third stock
downward.

The Sixth Circuit held that the plaintiffs had sufficiently
stated a breach of fiduciary duty claim. The Supreme
Court vacated and remanded. In reaching this deci-
sion, the Court began by rejecting the presumption
of prudence: The ‘‘same standard of prudence applies
to all ERISA fiduciaries, including ESOP fiduciaries,
except that an ESOP fiduciary is under no duty to diver-
sify the ESOP’s holdings.’’14

The Court went on to consider ‘‘one important
mechanism of weeding out meritless claims, the motion
to dismiss.’’15 The Court explained that a plaintiff cannot
merely allege that plan fiduciaries should have known,
based on public information, that company stock was an
imprudent investment. Instead, ‘‘a fiduciary usually ‘is
not imprudent to assume that a major stock market . . .
provides the best estimate of the value of the stocks
traded on it that is available to him.’’’16 For a fiduciary
to be held liable in a claim based on public information,
the plaintiff would have to allege ‘‘special circumstances
affecting the reliability of the market price,’’ which
were not present in Dudenhoeffer.17 To state a claim
based on nonpublic information, the Court explained,

‘‘a plaintiff must plausibly allege an alternative action
that the defendant could have taken that would have
been consistent with the securities laws and that a
prudent fiduciary in the same circumstances would
not have viewed as more likely to harm the fund
than to help it.’’18

Amgen, Inc. v. Harris19

Two-and-a-half years after the Court decided Duden-
hoeffer, it once again took up an ERISA stock-drop
suit in Amgen, Inc. v. Harris. In a terse, three-and-a-
half page order, the Supreme Court chastised the Ninth
Circuit for ‘‘fail[ing] to properly evaluate the complaint’’
and apply Dudenhoeffer when the appellate court
reversed dismissal of a nonpublic information stock-
drop claim.20

The employer, Amgen Manufacturing, Ltd. (Amgen),
was a drug manufacturer. The plaintiffs alleged that the
fiduciaries of Amgen’s retirement plans breached their
fiduciary duties by continuing to offer Amgen stock
even though they knew or should have known that the
price of the stock was artificially inflated because
Amgen was improperly marketing two drugs for off-
label use. The Ninth Circuit initially reversed dismissal
of the complaint, and the Supreme Court directed the
Ninth Circuit to reevaluate based on Dudenhoeffer. On
remand, the Ninth Circuit again reversed the dismissal
of the complaint. When the suit came before the
Supreme Court for the second time, the Court held
that the Ninth Circuit ‘‘failed to assess whether the
complaint in its current form ‘has plausibly alleged’
that a prudent fiduciary in the same position ‘could
not have concluded’ that the alternative action ‘would
do more harm than good.’’’21 The Court thus remanded
for further consideration.22

13 134 S. Ct. at 2464.
14 134 S. Ct. at 2467.
15 134 S. Ct. at 2471.
16 134 S. Ct. at 2471 (quoting Summers v. State St. Bank &
Tr. Co., 453 F.3d 404, 408 (7th Cir. 2006)).
17 134 S. Ct. at 2472.

18 134 S. Ct. at 2472.
19 136 S. Ct. 758 (2016).
20 136 S. Ct. at 759.
21 136 S. Ct. at 760 (quoting Dudenhoeffer, 134 S. Ct. at
2463).
22 The Ninth Circuit subsequently remanded the suit to the
district court for further proceedings. Harris v. Amgen Inc.,
646 F. App’x 531 (9th Cir. 2016). In the interim, the parties
settled the matter before a decision issued on remand.
Harris v. Amgen, Inc., No. CV 07-5442, 2016 U.S. Dist.
LEXIS 187228, at *33 (C.D. Cal. Nov. 29, 2016) (granting
preliminary approval of proposed settlement and preliminary
certification of settlement class).
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ERISA Stock-Drop Circuit Court Decisions
Post-Dudenhoeffer

Since Dudenhoeffer, plaintiffs pursuing stock-drop suits
face an uphill battle. In fact, most ERISA stock-drop
suits decided since Dudenhoeffer have been dismissed.23

Two recent appellate decisions illustrate these difficulties
for plaintiffs.

Laffen v. Hewlett-Packard Co.24

In Laffen, a nonpublic information suit, participants
in the Hewlett-Packard (HP) 401(k) plan brought suit
after HP’s acquisition of a British software company
(Autonomy). The plaintiff’s alleged that fiduciaries of
the HP plan breached their fiduciary duties by permit-
ting the plan and its participants to purchase and hold
HP common stock when it was artificially inflated and
an imprudent investment. In particular, the plaintiffs
alleged that HP learned about Autonomy’s questionable
accounting practices, which had inflated the company’s
revenues, and realized that HP had overpaid for
Autonomy, but covered up this information.25

The district court dismissed the complaint with prejudice,
and the Ninth Circuit affirmed based on Dudenhoeffer.26

The plaintiffs alleged that the plan fiduciaries should
have ‘‘at least prevented the Plan from making new
investments in’’ the HP plan, ‘‘and/or made public disclo-
sures about HP stocks’ risks following’’ allegations by a
whistleblower related to Autonomy.27 But the Ninth
Circuit rejected the plaintiffs’ claims that plan fiduciaries

improperly investigated the whistleblower’s allegations
before taking action, explaining that ‘‘a prudent fiduciary
in the same circumstances as [d]efendants-[a]ppellees
could view [plaintiffs’] proposed alternate course of
action as likely to cause more harm than good without
first conducting a proper investigation.’’28 Because the
plaintiffs did ‘‘not plausibly allege[ ] an alternative
action [plan fiduciaries] could have taken that was
consistent with securities laws and that a similarly situ-
ated prudent fiduciary would not have viewed as more
likely to harm than help the Plan,’’ the plaintiffs ‘‘failed
to plead a claim for breach of the duty of prudence.’’29

Singh v. RadioShack Corp.30

In Singh, the Fifth Circuit affirmed dismissal of an
ERISA stock-drop suit against RadioShack based on
both public and nonpublic information. The plaintiffs
there represented a putative class of those who partici-
pated in RadioShack’s 401(k) plan during a period of
time where ‘‘RadioShack’s stock price dropped from
$11.48 per share to pennies as the company experienced
a financial decline that culminated in Chapter 11
bankruptcy.’’31 Extensive public information had docu-
mented ‘‘the company’s descent from an electronics
powerhouse to an obsolete brick-and-mortar retailer.’’32

The plaintiffs filed suit against plan fiduciaries, alleging
that they breached their fiduciary duties under ERISA
by allowing the plan to continue to invest in RadioShack
stock. The district court dismissed under Dudenhoeffer,
and the Fifth Circuit affirmed.

Regarding the public information claim, the appellate
court first rejected the plaintiffs’ argument that their
claim alleging plan fiduciaries should have known that
RadioShack stock was ‘‘excessively risky’’ was distin-
guishable from Dudenhoeffer because ‘‘Dudenhoeffer
addresses only allegations that public information
showed that a stock was overvalued, not claims that the
stock was excessively risky,’’33 which the RadioShack
plaintiffs alleged. Like other courts before it, the Fifth
Circuit explained that this distinction was ‘‘illusory,’’

23 See, e.g., In re Wells Fargo ERISA 401(k) Litig., No. 16
CV 3405, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 154535, at * (D. Minn. Sept.
21, 2017) (‘‘[M]ost post-Dudenhoeffer cases have come down
on the side of the defendants.’’) (citations omitted); see also
Price v. Strianese, No. 17 CV 652, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS
154535, at *14 (S.D.N.Y. Oct. 4, 2017) (‘‘Indeed, the vast
majority of ERISA duty of prudence claims brought against
ESOPs since [Dudenhoeffer] have foundered on the pleading
requirements.’’) (citations omitted).
24 No. 15-16360, 2018 U.S. App. LEXIS 577 (9th Cir.
Jan. 9, 2018) (unpublished).
25 2018 U.S. App. LEXIS 577, at *3.
26 In addition to affirming dismissal of the claim under
Dudenhoeffer, the Ninth Circuit also held that the plaintiffs
failed to plead fraudulent concealment sufficiently under
Federal Rule of Civil Procedure 9(b), which provides, ‘‘In
alleging fraud or mistake, a party must state with particularity
the circumstances constituting fraud or malice.’’ See Laffen,
2018 U.S. App. LEXIS 577, at *5 (citing Fed. R. Civ. P. 9(b)).
27 Laffen, 2018 U.S. App. LEXIS 577, at *5.

28 2018 U.S. App. LEXIS 577, at *5.
29 2018 U.S. App. LEXIS 577, at *6.
30 2018 U.S. App. LEXIS 2904, 882 F.3d 137 (5th Cir.
2018).
31 2018 U.S. App. LEXIS 2904, at *3.
32 2018 U.S. App. LEXIS 2904, at *3.
33 2018 U.S. App. LEXIS 2904, at *11.
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because, ‘‘[i]n an efficient market, market price accounts
for risk,’’ and fiduciaries ‘‘cannot be expected to outper-
form the market or predict future stock performance
using publicly available information.’’34 Accordingly,
under Dudenhoeffer, ‘‘the Plan fiduciaries did not
breach the duty of prudence by relying on market price
as a fair indicator of the value of RadioShack stock.’’35

And, while the plaintiffs pointed to various ‘‘special
circumstances’’ that allegedly made the retention of
RadioShack stock imprudent, the appellate court
rejected each, explaining that the plaintiffs could not
‘‘evade Dudenhoeffer’s general implausibility rule by
disguising claims based on public information as
special circumstances.’’36

The plaintiffs also claimed that the defendants violated
their duty of prudence because they ‘‘had inside infor-
mation that RadioShack would fail, but made positive
statements about the company’s future in public,’’
causing the plan to buy RadioShack stock ‘‘at artificially
inflated levels.’’37 But the Fifth Circuit explained that
even if it were to ‘‘assume [d]efendants had insider
information, [p]laintiffs’ nonpublic information claims
would not satisfy Dudenhoeffer,’’ as the plaintiffs were
‘‘unable to show that no prudent fiduciary could
believe that the alternatives proposed in the complaint
would do more harm than good.’’38 For example,
though the plaintiffs alleged plan fiduciaries should
have frozen the plan’s investment in company stock,
prudent fiduciaries could have believed that this ‘‘would
signal to the market ‘that insider fiduciaries viewed
the employer’s stock as a bad investment,’ causing the
Fund’s existing holdings of RadioShack to decline in
value.’’39

Do Any Viable Paths Remain?

Thus far, plaintiffs have been almost uniformly unsuc-
cessful in attempting to plead around Dudenhoeffer.
In one district court case decided shortly after Duden-
hoeffer, Gedek v. Perez40 - which plaintiffs in public

information stock-drop suits cite without fail - the district
court distinguished the plaintiffs’ claims, based on the
company’s ‘‘obvious and unstoppable’’ path towards
bankruptcy, from Dudenhoeffer, which the court pigeon-
holed as a case about ‘‘overvalued’’ stock.41 The Gedek
court thus allowed the claims to proceed past the motion
to dismiss stage, even though the plaintiffs alleged no
special circumstances. But no other court has adopted
Gedek’s reasoning.42

This has not stopped plaintiffs from arguing generally
that their suits are distinguishable from Dudenhoeffer
because they do not involve ‘‘overvaluation,’’ but instead,
for example, involve excessive risk. Perhaps unsurpris-
ingly, however, every court to address the question has
concluded that Dudenhoeffer’s ‘‘special circumstances’’
requirement applies to imprudence claims regardless of
whether they allege company stock was overvalued or
excessively risky.43

Plaintiffs have attempted a variety of other tactics to
plead around Dudenhoeffer, but to no avail. One
common refrain is for plaintiffs to point to language
from the more recent Supreme Court opinion issued
in Tibble v. Edison International,44 in which the Court
stated that fiduciaries have a ‘‘continuing responsibility
for oversight of the suitability of the investments’’ in a
retirement plan’s line-up.45 Plaintiffs often complement
this argument by quoting a concurring opinion from a
District of Columbia Circuit Court decision, Coburn v.
Evercore Trust Company, N.A.46 Although the majority
opinion in Coburn affirmed dismissal of an ERISA
stock-drop suit based on Dudenhoeffer, plaintiffs point
to a statement by Judge Harry T. Edwards that, ‘‘Tibble
post-dates Dudenhoeffer, and it is quite clear that ‘a
fiduciary normally has a continuing duty of some kind

34 2018 U.S. App. LEXIS 2904, at *11-12 (quoting Rine-
hart, 817 F.3d at 66).
35 2018 U.S. App. LEXIS 2904, at *12.
36 2018 U.S. App. LEXIS 2904, at *15.
37 2018 U.S. App. LEXIS 2904, at *17.
38 2018 U.S. App. LEXIS 2904, at *19.
39 2018 U.S. App. LEXIS 2904, at *20 (quoting Duden-
hoeffer, 134 S. Ct. at 2473).
40 66 F. Supp. 3d 368 (W.D.N.Y 2014).

41 66 F. Supp. 3d at 375.
42 See Rinehart, 817 F.3d at 66 n.3 (explaining that the
plaintiff’s reliance on Gedek was ‘‘misplaced’’); see also
Coburn v. Evercore Tr. Co., N.A., 160 F. Supp. 3d 361, 367
(D.D.C. 2015) (court was ‘‘unpersuaded’’ by Gedek), aff’d 844
F.3d 965 (D.C. Cir. 2016).
43 See, e.g., Saumer v. Cliffs Nat. Res., 853 F.3d 855, 862
(6th Cir. 2017) (citations omitted); Coburn v. Evercore Trust
Company, N.A., 844 F.3d 965, 970-71 (D.C. Cir. 2016); Rine-
hart, 817 F.3d at 65-66; Pfeil, 806 F.3d at 386.
44 135 S. Ct. 1823 (2015).
45 135 S. Ct. at 1828-29.
46 844 F.3d 965 (D.C. Cir. 2016).
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to monitor investments and remove imprudent ones’
regardless of prices being efficient.’’’47 Courts, however,
have generally rejected ERISA stock-drop plaintiffs’
reliance on Tibble.48

Roberta Kuehne is an associate in the Labor & Employ-
ment practice group at Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP.

She specializes in ERISA class actions and other
employment-related litigation.

Hillary August is an associate in the Labor & Employ-
ment practice group at Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP.
She specializes in ERISA class actions and single-
plaintiff ERISA litigation.

47 844 F.3d at 977 (Edwards, J., concurring) (quoting
Tibble, 135 S. Ct. at 1828-29).
48 See, e.g., In re Citigroup ERISA Litig., 112 F. Supp. 3d
156, 158 (S.D.N.Y. 2015) (rejecting reliance on Tibble
because it ‘‘did not involve claims based on a drop in an
employer’s stock price’’); In re Lehman Bros. Secs. &
ERISA Litig., 113 F. Supp. 3d 745, 757 (S.D.N.Y. 2015)
(Tibble’s ‘‘truism’’ that ‘‘ERISA fiduciaries bear a ‘continuous
duty’ to monitor the prudence of investments . . . does not
diminish Dudenhoeffer’s statement that Twombly and Iqbal
make it difficult as a ‘general rule’ to allege a plausible
breach of fiduciary duty based on public information’’).
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WAGE & HOUR ADVISOR:
California Supreme Court Clarifies Required Method

for Calculating Overtime on Non-Discretionary
Flat Rate Bonuses

Aaron Buckley & Paul Batcher

Introduction

On March 5, 2018, in Alvarado v. Dart Container
Corporation,1 the California Supreme Court issued an
opinion clarifying the required method for calculating
overtime on non-discretionary flat rate bonuses.

Background on Bonus Overtime Rules

Under California law, any work in excess of eight hours
in one workday and 40 hours in any one workweek must
be compensated at one and one-half times the regular
rate of pay.2 If an employer pays a non-discretionary
bonus for a period in which an employee worked over-
time, the bonus must be added to the regular rate of pay
to calculate the overtime premium due on the bonus.3

Until now, California law has been unclear as to what
method an employer must use to calculate overtime on a
non-discretionary bonus. It was generally accepted that
the bonus should be divided by the hours worked, the
resulting amount multiplied by a premium, and then
that number multiplied by the overtime hours worked.
But questions remained. Should the divisor be total
hours worked, including overtime? Or just non-overtime
hours? Should the premium multiplier be 0.5, as suggested
by the federal Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA)4? Or
should the multiplier be 1.5, as indicated by the Cali-
fornia Division of Labor Standards Enforcement’s
Enforcement Policies and Interpretations Manual (the
‘‘DLSE Manual’’)5?

Alvarado v. Dart Container Corporation of California

Dart Container paid a $15 ‘‘attendance bonus’’ to
employees who worked on a Saturday or Sunday.6 For
employees who worked overtime during a pay period
in which they received an attendance bonus, the
company calculated overtime on the attendance bonus
by dividing the bonus by the total number of hours
worked in the pay period (both non-overtime and over-
time hours).7 The company then used a multiplier of 0.5
to determine what the bonus added to the employee’s
hourly overtime pay.8

Former Dart Container employee Hector Alvarez sued,
contending the company’s method of calculating over-
time was flawed because it should have complied with
the formula set forth in the DLSE Manual by dividing
the bonus only by the non-overtime hours worked in the
pay period and using a 1.5 multiplier.9

Dart Container defended its method by arguing the
DLSE method was a void ‘‘underground regulation’’
pursuant to the California Supreme Court’s opinion in
Tidewater Marine Western, Inc. v. Bradshaw.10 The
company argued that because there was no binding
California authority on point, its method need only
comply with the FLSA, which permits an employer to
divide a bonus by total hours worked and to apply a
0.5 multiplier.11 The California Court of Appeal sided
with the company, holding the DLSE Manual was not
binding, and the company’s compliance with the FLSA
was therefore sufficient.12

1 No. S232607, 2018 Cal. LEXIS 1123 (Mar. 5, 2018).
2 CAL. LAB. CODE § 510. See also IWC Order No. 1-2001
Regulating Wages, Hours and Working Conditions in the Manu-
facturing Industry (IWC Wage Order No. 1-2001), at subd. 3,
available at https://www.dir.ca.gov/iwc/IWCArticle1.pdf; Cal.
Code Regs., tit. 8, § 11010, subd. 3(A)(1).
3 Alvarado, 2018 Cal. LEXIS 1123, at *11-12; see 29
U.S.C. § 207(e).
4 29 C.F.R. § 778.209.
5 DLSE Manual, § 49.2.4.2.

6 Alvarado, 2018 Cal. LEXIS 1123, at *2-3.
7 2018 Cal. LEXIS 1123, at *3-4.
8 2018 Cal. LEXIS 1123, at *3-4.
9 2018 Cal. LEXIS 1123, at *4-5.
10 Tidewater Marine Western, Inc. v. Bradshaw, 14 Cal. 4th
557, 571 (1996).
11 Alvarado, 2018 Cal. LEXIS 1123, at *6-7.
12 2018 Cal. LEXIS 1123, at *7-8.
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The California Supreme Court reversed. The court
agreed that the section of the DLSE Manual governing
overtime on flat rate bonuses was void as an under-
ground regulation under Tidewater,13 but that did not
mean that no California law applied. Regardless of the
unenforceability of the DLSE Manual, the court found
that the employer’s method still had to comply with
section 510 of the California Labor Code.14

The court reasoned that because California’s Labor
Code and wage orders evidence a state public policy
of discouraging overtime, the overtime pay calculation
method used must not encourage the use of overtime.15

The FLSA formula does just that because every hour of
overtime incrementally decreases the regular rate, thereby
incentivizing employers to require their employees to
work more overtime.16 The court held that the divisor
for a bonus must therefore include only non-overtime
hours.17

The supreme court also considered whether the divisor
should be the number of non-overtime hours actually
worked, or the number of non-overtime hours that
exist in the pay period, and concluded that the divisor
must be the non-overtime hours actually worked by
the employee.18 Further, although the court did not
analyze the multiplier issue in any depth, it noted the
proper multiplier for the overtime premium on the
bonus is 1.5.19

Lastly, the company argued the court’s decision should
only apply prospectively, so as not to punish employers
who acted without clear guidance from the courts or any
other binding authority.20 The court rejected this argu-
ment as well, holding that the language of Section 510
and Wage Order No. 1 was clear enough on this point
that the company could not reasonably have concluded
otherwise.21

Recommendations for Employers

This decision firmly establishes the method employers
must use to calculate a California employee’s overtime
pay rate when the employee has earned a flat sum bonus
during a single pay period. Additionally, because the
policy of discouraging overtime applies with equal
force to other types of bonuses, the California Supreme
Court’s reasoning very likely applies to bonuses that cover
multiple pay periods, such as annual non-discretionary
bonuses.

Employers should immediately review their payroll
policies and practices to ensure their California employees
receive overtime pay calculated in a manner consistent
with this opinion. Multi-state employers that use centra-
lized payroll processing systems must now ensure
overtime pay for California employees is calculated
using a different formula than overtime pay for employees
outside California. Given the California Supreme Court’s
decision to apply its opinion retroactively, expect overtime
litigation in California to spike in the near future.

Aaron Buckley is a partner at Paul, Plevin, Sullivan &
Connaughton LLP in San Diego. He represents
employers in cases involving wage and hour, discrimi-
nation, wrongful termination and other issues. Mr.
Buckley is a member of the Wage & Hour Defense
Institute, a defense-side wage and hour litigation
group consisting of wage and hour litigators throughout
the United States.

Paul Batcher is an associate at Paul, Plevin, Sullivan &
Connaughton LLP in San Diego. He represents public
and private employers in all aspects of labor and
employment litigation in both state and federal court,
including suits for wrongful termination, harassment,
discrimination, and wage and hour disputes.

13 2018 Cal. LEXIS 1123, at *24-25.
14 2018 Cal. LEXIS 1123, at *25-26.
15 2018 Cal. LEXIS 1123, at *27-28.
16 2018 Cal. LEXIS 1123, at *28, 41-42.
17 2018 Cal. LEXIS 1123, at *28.
18 2018 Cal. LEXIS 1123, at *33-41.
19 2018 Cal. LEXIS 1123, at *51-52.
20 2018 Cal. LEXIS 1123, at *50.
21 2018 Cal. LEXIS 1123, at *50-51.
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Supreme Court to Decide Constitutionality
of Travel Ban*

Amanda M. Ghannam

Introduction

On January 19, 2018, the Supreme Court granted
certiorari in Trump v. State of Hawaii,1 one of over
fifty federal lawsuits filed in a flurry of litigation
responding to President Donald J. Trump’s controver-
sial executive orders restricting immigration from
certain countries. The case arises out of the latest presi-
dential proclamation restricting the entry of nationals
from Chad, Iran, Libya, North Korea, Somalia, Syria,
Venezuela, and Yemen. Originally filing suit against the
President in Trump v. Hawaii were the state of Hawaii,
the Muslim Association of Hawaii, and three United
States citizens or lawful permanent residents whose
relatives in Syria, Iran, and Yemen sought visas.2

The Supreme Court will consider whether the President
has overstepped his constitutional authority to suspend
entry of certain foreign nationals under the relevant
immigration statutes; whether the Ninth Circuit’s injunc-
tion against this suspension is impermissibly overbroad;
whether the President’s latest proclamation unlawfully
discriminates based on nationality; and whether the
proclamation violates the Establishment Clause. The
Court’s decision may finally put to rest the stunning whirl-
wind of legislation and litigation around the travel ban
that has ensued since the current President took office.

A Brief History of the Travel Ban

The subject of this litigation is Proclamation 9645, the
latest iteration of what has become known colloquially
as the ‘‘travel ban.’’ Proclamation 9645 is the most
recent in a series of executive orders regarding immi-
gration and was ostensibly issued to ease the public
outcry and stem the tide of litigation provoked by the
President’s initial versions of the ban, which had only
restricted travel from Muslim-majority countries in the
Middle East and North Africa region. For this reason,
some civil rights groups refer to the set of Presidential

decisions as a ‘‘Muslim ban.’’ To understand the contours
of Proclamation 9645, and the issues before the Supreme
Court, some historical perspective is required.

Executive Order 13769

The first version of the travel ban, ‘‘Executive Order
13769: Protecting the Nation from Foreign Terrorist
Entry into the United States’’3 was issued on January 27,
2017, just days after President Trump took office.
Executive Order 13769 suspended the immigrant and
nonimmigrant entry of nationals from Iran, Iraq,
Libya, Somalia, Sudan, Syria, and Yemen for 90 days.
It also suspended the entire U.S. Refugee Admissions
Program for 90 days and halted the admission of Syrian
refugees indefinitely.4

Plaintiffs in Virginia, Maryland, Michigan, Oregon,
California, Hawaii, Colorado, Georgia, the District of
Columbia, Texas, New York, Illinois, Wisconsin, Massa-
chusetts, Pennsylvania, Indiana, and Washington almost
immediately filed suit against the President. Some cases
were voluntarily dismissed, while others resulted in
temporary restraining orders blocking enforcement of
the Order’s provisions. The State of Washington’s case,
which was later joined by the state of Minnesota, resulted
in the greatest blow to the President’s authority. That suit
was brought on the grounds that the Executive Order
violated the First and Fifth Amendments, the Immigra-
tion and Nationality Act, the Foreign Affairs Reform and
Restructuring Act, the Religious Freedom Restoration
Act, and the Administrative Procedure Act.5 The district
court granted the State of Washington’s request for a
temporary restraining order, finding that the Executive
Order adversely affected the States’ residents in areas
of employment, education, business, family relations,
and freedom to travel; that the harms extended to the
States by virtue of their roles as parens patriae of the
residents living within their borders; and that the States
themselves were harmed.6 The federal government

* This article is reprinted with permission from Bender’s
Labor and Employment Bulletin (March 2018). Copyright
� 2018 LexisNexis Matthew Bender.
1 No. 17-965, 2018 U.S. LEXIS 759 (Jan. 19, 2018).
2 Petition for Writ of Certiorari, 2018 U.S. S. Ct. Briefs
LEXIS 27, at *9 (Jan. 5, 2018) (hereinafter ‘‘Cert. Petition’’).

3 82 Fed. Reg. 8977.
4 82 Fed. Reg. 8977.
5 Washington v. Trump, 847 F.3d 1151, 1157 (2017).
6 Washington v. Trump, 2017 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 16012, at
*7 (W.D. Wash. Feb. 3. 2017).
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unsuccessfully sought a stay of the temporary restraining
order from the Ninth Circuit, and was thus enjoined from
enforcing sections of the Executive Order across the
nation.7

Executive Order 13780

In March 2017, the President revoked Executive Order
13769 and replaced it with Executive Order 13780,
also titled ‘‘Protecting the Nation From Foreign
Terrorist Entry Into the United States.’’ This new execu-
tive order was updated to respond to previous scrutiny
and criticism from the courts8 and clarified that the
restrictions on travel were ‘‘not motivated by animus
toward any religion,’’ and that nationals from the seven
countries warranted ‘‘additional scrutiny’’ because
‘‘the conditions in these countries present heightened
threats.’’9 Executive Order 13780 reduced the scope of
the original travel ban, removing Iraq from the list and
carving out exceptions for certain categories of foreign
nationals such as lawful permanent residents, diplomats,
and asylees. While it rendered many of the pending cases
moot, this was not enough to deter the flow of litigation.
Legal challenges in Hawaii, Washington, Maryland, and
Virginia ensued. In Hawaii10 and Maryland11, federal
district court judges again granted temporary restraining
orders enjoining enforcement of the re-issued ban,
finding that the plaintiffs had demonstrated a strong like-
lihood of success on their Establishment Clause claims.
The Ninth Circuit partially upheld the Hawaii restraining
order,12 as did the Fourth Circuit in Maryland.13

However, in June 2017, the Supreme Court granted the
federal government’s petitions to stay the circuit courts’
injunctions, allowing Executive Order 13780 to be
enforced except with respect to foreign nationals who
could show a ‘‘credible claim of a bona fide relationship
with a person or entity in the United States.’’14 To meet
this standard, a national of one of the six countries must
show a ‘‘close familial relationship’’ or one that was

‘‘formal, documented, or formed in the ordinary course’’
with an entity such as an employer or university.15

Proclamation 9645

Undeterred by the onslaught of litigation and judicial
limitations against the travel ban, on September 27,
2017, President Trump issued Proclamation 9645,
‘‘Enhancing Vetting Capabilities and Processes for
Detecting Attempted Entry Into the United States by
Terrorists or Other Public-Safety Threats.’’16 The Presi-
dent revoked Executive Order 13780 and this time
identified Somalia, Chad, Iran, Libya, North Korea,
Syria, Venezuela, and Yemen as countries with ‘‘inade-
quate’’ identity-management protocols, information-
sharing practices, and risk factors, claiming that the
entry of their citizens would be ‘‘detrimental to the
interests of the United States.’’17 As such, the President
suspended entirely the entry of all foreign nationals
from North Korea and Syria, and placed strict limitations
on entry of nationals from the other five countries.18

Unlike previous iterations of the ban, this version estab-
lished guidelines for consular officers and United States
Customs and Border Protection to grant waivers on a
case-by-case basis where ‘‘denying entry would cause
the foreign national undue hardship; entry would not
pose a threat to the national security or public safety
of the United States; and entry would be in the national
interest.’’19

Again responding swiftly, the State of Hawaii filed a
Third Amended Complaint, challenging the Proclama-
tion under the INA, various other statutes, and the
Establishment Clause and Equal Protection component
of the Due Process Clause.20 Hawaii sought and
received another temporary restraining order from
the district court barring nationwide enforcement of
the Proclamation’s entry ban, except with respect to
nationals of North Korea and Venezuela, which was
later converted into a preliminary injunction.21 The
Ninth Circuit upheld the injunction except as to
persons who lack a bona fide relationship to a person

7 847 F.3d 1151 (2017).
8 82 Fed. Reg. 13209.
9 82 Fed. Reg. 13209.
10 Hawai’i v. Trump, 241 F. Supp. 3d 1119 (D. Haw. 2017).
11 Int’l Refugee Assistance v. Trump, 241 F.Supp.3d 539
(D. Md. 2017).
12 Hawai’i v. Trump, 859 F.3d 741 (9th Cir. 2017).
13 Int’l Refugee Assistance Project v. Trump, 857 F.3d 554
(4th Cir. 2017).
14 Trump v. Int’l Refugee Assistance Project, 137 S. Ct.
2080, 2088 (2017).

15 137 S. Ct. at 2088.
16 82 Fed. Reg. 45161.
17 82 Fed. Reg. 45161.
18 82 Fed. Reg. 45161.
19 82 Fed. Reg. 45161.
20 The International Refugee Assistance Program also filed
suit and its case is pending in the Fourth Circuit, but that case
is not the subject of the Supreme Court’s January 18 grant of
certiorari.
21 Cert. Petition, 2018 U.S. S. Ct. Briefs LEXIS 27, at *25.
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or entity in the United States, finding that the Proclama-
tion was likely to violate the Immigration and Nationality
Act.22 But on December 4, 2017, the Supreme Court
again stayed the injunction, allowing enforcement of
the ban to proceed pending litigation in the Fourth
and Ninth Circuits.23 Then on January 5, 2018, the
federal government petitioned the Supreme Court to
grant certiorari, arguing that the Proclamation was a
lawful exercise of the President’s broad authority to
prohibit or restrict the entry of aliens outside the United
States when he deems it in the Nation’s interest.24 This
brings us to January 19, 2018, and the Supreme Court’s
grant of certiorari.

The Parties’ Positions on Certiorari

According to the federal government in its Petition for
Certiorari, the previous executive orders established the
President’s intent to seek review of security measures in
place regarding immigration from the selected coun-
tries. The Government claims that the Proclamation is
a lawful result of that review, that the President was
within his authority to establish tailored restrictions25

on immigration from the countries identified in the
Proclamation pursuant to the Department of Homeland

Security’s review of each country’s identity-management
and information-sharing protocols and terrorism- and
public safety-related risks.26 The Supreme Court must
now take control of the matter, according to the federal
government, because the Courts of Appeals, in their
decisions upholding injunctions against the ban, ‘‘have
overridden the President’s judgments on sensitive
matters of national security and foreign relations, and
severely restricted the ability of this and future Presidents
to protect the Nation.’’27

The Hawaii plaintiffs responded with the argument
that Congress and the Constitution have never granted
the President limitless power to discriminate based
on nationality and override the immigration laws when-
ever he chooses.28 Because no court has found the
Proclamation lawful, and the Ninth Circuit’s decision
to uphold the injunction was correct, they argued,
Supreme Court review is unnecessary, and certiorari
should be denied.29 Emphasizing Congress’s constitu-
tional role as author of the country’s immigration
policy, the plaintiffs acknowledged that the President
has the residual authority to address categories of
harmful aliens that Congress has not considered or to
account for an exigency that Congress cannot practic-
ably address.30 However, this authority does not allow
the President to ‘‘effortlessly evade the statute’s specifi-
cally tailored criteria for inadmissibility.’’31 The
Proclamation departed significantly from past presiden-
tial practices by excluding not specific classes of foreign
nationals whose entry could justifiably be deemed detri-
mental to the interests of the United States, such as spies
and war criminals, but entire nationalities.32

In addition to disregard for the President’s balance of
power with Congress under the Constitution and immi-
gration statutes, argued Hawaii, the Proclamation
represented a violation of the Establishment Clause.33

Further, the addition of North Korea and Venezuela
were no more than a symbolic attempt to downplay
the mountain of evidence indicating the President’s

22 2018 U.S. S. Ct. Briefs LEXIS 27, at *8.
23 Trump v. Hawaii, 2017 U.S. LEXIS 7357.
24 Cert. Petition, 2018 U.S. S. Ct. Briefs LEXIS 27, at
*15-24.
25 The country-specific tailored restrictions are as follows:
‘‘For countries that refuse to cooperate regularly with the United
States (Iran, North Korea, and Syria), Section 2 of the Procla-
mation suspends entry of all nationals, except for Iranians
seeking nonimmigrant student (F and M) and exchange-visitor
(J) visas. For countries that are valuable counter-terrorism part-
ners but have information-sharing deficiencies (Chad, Libya,
and Yemen), the Proclamation suspends entry only of nationals
seeking immigrant visas and nonimmigrant business, tourist,
and business/tourist visas. For Somalia, the Proclamation
suspends entry of nationals seeking immigrant visas and
requires additional scrutiny of nationals seeking nonimmigrant
visas, in light of ‘‘special concerns that distinguish it from other
countries,’’ including Somalia’s ‘‘significant identity-manage-
ment deficiencies,’’ the ‘‘persistent terrorist threat’’ that
‘‘emanates from’’ Somalia, and ‘‘the degree to which [Somalia’s]
government lacks command and control of its territory.’’ And for
Venezuela, which refuses to cooperate in information sharing
but for which alternative means are available to identify its
nationals, the Proclamation suspends entry only of government
officials ‘‘involved in screening and vetting procedures’’ and
‘‘their immediate family members’’ on nonimmigrant business
or tourist visas.’’ Cert. Petition, 2018 U.S. S. Ct. Briefs LEXIS
27, at *23-24 (internal citations omitted).

26 Cert. Petition, 2018 U.S. S. Ct. Briefs LEXIS 27, at *28.
27 2018 U.S. S. Ct. Briefs LEXIS 27, at *32.
28 Appellee’s Brief, Trump v. Hawaii, 2018 U.S. S. Ct.
Briefs LEXIS 96, at *7 (Jan. 12, 2018) (hereinafter ‘‘Appel-
lee’s Brief’’).
29 2018 U.S. S. Ct. Briefs LEXIS 96, at *7.
30 2018 U.S. S. Ct. Briefs LEXIS 96, at *33.
31 2018 U.S. S. Ct. Briefs LEXIS 96, at *33.
32 2018 U.S. S. Ct. Briefs LEXIS 96, at *35-40.
33 2018 U.S. S. Ct. Briefs LEXIS 96, at *53-55.
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animosity towards Muslims from the Middle East and
North Africa, and his intent to restrict their presence in
the United States.34 For all these reasons, the plaintiffs
argued, the Ninth Circuit’s injunction was proper and
Supreme Court review unwarranted.

In the end, the Supreme Court decided to grant certiorari.
In a two-sentence opinion, the Court wrote: ‘‘Petition
for writ of certiorari to the United States Court of
Appeals for the Ninth Circuit granted. In addition to the
questions presented by the petition, the parties are
directed to brief and argue Question 3 presented by the
brief in opposition.’’ It is, of course, difficult to predict
how the Justices will rule on the merits of these complex
questions. That being said, the Supreme Court’s previous
decisions regarding the travel ban may shed some light on
their positions. When a majority of the Court limited the
enforceability of the ban in June 2017, Justices Gorsuch,
Alito, and Thomas dissented in part, noting that they
would have allowed the entire travel ban to go into full
effect.35 On the other hand, when the federal government
successfully petitioned for a stay of the injunctions
against the ban in December 2017, Justices Ginsburg
and Sotomayor noted that they would have denied the
stay.36 As of January 24, 2018, the arguments have not
been scheduled for the sessions beginning February 20 or
March 19, 2018, so it appears we will have to wait until at
least late spring for answers.37

Issues Raised on Certiorari

The questions presented by the federal government in
its Petition for Certiorari are:

1. Whether respondents’ challenge to the Presi-
dent’s suspension of entry of aliens abroad is
justiciable?

2. Whether the Proclamation is a lawful exercise of
the President’s authority to suspend entry of
aliens abroad?

3. Whether the global injunction is impermissibly
overbroad?38

The questions presented by the State of Hawaii in its
Brief in Opposition are:

1. Whether Proclamation No. 9645 exceeds the
President’s authority under 8 U.S.C. §§ 1182(f)
and 1185(a)?

2. Whether Proclamation No. 9645 ‘‘discrimi-
nate[s] because of nationality’’ in violation of 8
U.S.C. § 1152(a)(1)(A)?

3. Whether Proclamation No. 9645 violates the
Establishment Clause.39

Conclusions

On January 19, the Supreme Court granted certiorari
in the case Trump v. State of Hawaii, agreeing to hear
arguments and perhaps resolve once and for all the long
simmering dispute over the President’s travel ban
efforts. A decision is expected in the spring. Finally, it
seems, Americans will have an answer from the nation’s
highest court as to whether the travel ban, at least in its
latest iteration, is a lawful exercise of presidential authority
or an unlawful example of anti-Muslim discrimination.

Amanda M. Ghannam is a third-year student at
Northeastern University School of Law in Boston,
Massachusetts. Her law school co-op experience
includes a year of internships at private firms, state agen-
cies, and federal courts. Amanda has been published in
the Northeastern University Law Review Forum and
participated in a national mock trial competition. She
graduates in May 2018 with a concentration in Labor,
Work, and Income, and holds a Bachelor of Arts degree
from the University of Michigan-Dearborn.34 ‘‘A prior sanctions order already restricts the entry of

North Korea’s nationals (who virtually never apply for admis-
sion to the United States in any event), and only a small
handful of Venezuelan government officials are affected by
EO-3. Indeed, one might be forgiven for assuming that these
countries were added primarily to improve the Government’s
‘‘litigating position,’’ rather than to achieve any legitimate
substantive goal.’’ Appellee’s Brief, 2018 U.S. S. Ct. Briefs
LEXIS 96, at *54.
35 Trump v. Int’l Refugee Assistance Project, 137 S. Ct.
2080 (2017).
36 Trump v. Hawaii, 2017 U.S. LEXIS 7357; Trump v. Int’l
Refugee Assistance Project, 2017 U.S. LEXIS 7358.
37 See ‘‘Calendars and Lists,’’ Supreme Court of the United
States, available at https://www.supremecourt.gov/oral_
arguments/calendarsandlists.aspx (Feb. 11, 2018).

38 Cert. Petition, 2018 U.S. S. Ct. Briefs LEXIS 27, at *8.
39 Appellee’s Brief, 2018 U.S. S. Ct. Briefs LEXIS 96,
at *7.
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Also from Matthew Bender:

California Employers’ Guide to Employee Handbooks and Personnel Policy
Manuals, by Morrison & Foerster LLP

2018 Revisions by Paul Hastings LLP

This handy volume and accompanying CD offers an all-inclusive roadmap to
writing, revising and updating employee handbooks. More economical than
competing guidebooks, this volume is a vital reference that helps you draft appro-
priate content, speeding additional research with cross-references to the Wilcox
treatise, California Employment Law. Sample policies cover the following: tech-
nology use and security; blogging; cell phone use; company property, proprietary
and personal information; employment-at-will; anti-harassment policies; work
schedules and overtime; and much more. Order online at Lexis bookstore or
by calling 1-800-833-9844.
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SUBSCRIPTION QUESTIONS?

If you have any questions about the status of your
subscription, please call your Matthew Bender
representative, or call our Customer Service
line at 1-800-833-9844.
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CASE NOTES

CLASS ACTION FAIRNESS ACT

Kenny v. Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., No. 17-56809, 881
F.3d 786, 2018 U.S. App. LEXIS 2580 (9th Cir.
February 1, 2018)

On February 1, 2018, the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the Ninth Circuit held that the district court exceeded
its statutory authority in remanding sua sponte based on
a non-jurisdictional defect; Wal-Mart Stores, Inc. did
not waive its right to remove by filing a demurrer in
state court when its right to remove pursuant to the
Class Action Fairness Act was not ascertainable from
employee’s pleading.

Kris Kenny (‘‘Kenny’’) filed a putative class action
complaint against Wal-Mart Stores, Inc., Wal-Mart
Associates, Inc., (collectively ‘‘Wal-Mart’’) and U.S.
Health works Medical Group, in California state court,
challenged Wal-Mart’s policy requiring employees who
suffered workplace-related injuries to submit to drug
and/or urine testing.

Kenny filed a first amended complaint (‘‘FAC’’), and
served the FAC on Wal-Mart. Sometime later, Wal-
Mart filed a demurrer and a motion to strike the FAC.
Wal-Mart set the hearing on the demurrer for June 15,
2017. Kenny’s deadline to oppose the demurrer was
June 2, 2017, nine court days before the hearing. On
May 17, 2017, Wal-Mart removed the case to federal
court, asserting that the district court had jurisdiction
over the case pursuant to Class Action Fairness Act
(‘‘CAFA’’). At the time of removal, Kenny had not yet
opposed the demurrer, discovery had not begun, and the
state court had issued no rulings. On June 8, 2017, the
district court, acting sua sponte, issued a four-sentence
minute order remanding the action to state court. The
district court concluded that Wal-Mart waived its right
to remove the case by filing a demurrer in response to
Kenny’s FAC in state court. Wal-Mart appealed before
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit.

The Ninth Circuit stated that a district court lacks
authority under 28 U.S.C. § 1447(c) to remand sua
sponte based on a non jurisdictional defect. Whereas,
a district court must remand if at any time before final
judgment it appears that the district court lacks subject
matter jurisdiction, it might remand for defects other
than lack of subject matter jurisdiction only upon a

timely motion to remand. The Ninth Circuit further
stated that subject matter jurisdiction was the touch-
stone for a district court’s authority to remand sua
sponte.

The Ninth Circuit stated that district court erred by
remanding sua sponte on a nonjurisdictional ground.
Neither the district court nor Kenny questioned the
court’s subject matter jurisdiction under CAFA.
Instead, the district court stated that Wal-Mart waived
its right to remove by filing a demurrer to Kenny’s FAC
in state court. Waiver did not implicate the court’s
original jurisdiction over the action.

The Ninth Circuit stated that in the present case nothing
on the face of the FAC put Wal-Mart on notice of the
case’s removability, and Kenny did not point to any
other paper that would have done so. Under these
circumstances, Wal-Mart could not have clearly and
unequivocally waived its right to remove by responding
to the FAC.

The Ninth Circuit stated that Kenny faulted Wal-Mart
for filing a response addressing the merits of the FAC,
Kenny could not dispute the fact that Wal-Mart had
to respond in some manner to the FAC, or risk entry
of a default judgment. Wal-Mart’s choice to file a
demurrer, rather than another form of responsive
pleading, to Kenny’s indeterminate FAC did not amount
to a waiver of its right to remove. Wal-Mart removed the
case before Kenny opposed Wal-Mart’s demurrer, and
before any hearing was held, let alone any ruling
issued. Wal-Mart did not manifest an intent to litigate
in state court, much less an intent to affirmatively
abandon its right to a federal forum.

Accordingly, the Ninth Circuit vacated the district
court’s judgment and remanded the case.

References. See, e.g., Wilcox, California Employment
Law, § 43.01[14][a], Removal From and Remand to
State Court (Matthew Bender).

DISABILITY BENEFITS CLAIM

Kibel v. Aetna Life Ins. Co., No.16-56169, 2018 U.S.
App. LEXIS 3367 (9th Cir. February 13, 2018)

On February 13, 2018,the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the Ninth Circuit, in an action under the Employee
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Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, held that the
employee sustained her burden to prove that her
multiple sclerosis prevented her from performing with
reasonable continuity the substantial and material acts
required by her job; the district court and insurer
clearly erred in failing to consider the personal state-
ment that the plaintiff submitted explaining that her
fatigue did, in fact, render her totally disabled.

Margueritte Kibel (‘‘Kibel’’) appealed from the district
court’s judgment for Aetna Life Insurance Company
(‘‘Aetna’’) under the Employee Retirement Income
Security Act of 1974. The district court concluded
that Aetna properly denied Kibel’s long-term disability
benefits because she had not established that she was
totally disabled under the terms of Aetna’s long-term
disability plan.

The Ninth Circuit observed that Kibel’s job required her
to devote 65% of her time to outside sales efforts. This
included finding, identifying, and developing new
clients through proactive outside calling efforts and
cultivating strong partnerships with center of influences
in and around the community. The other 35 percent of
Kibel’s job involved portfolio management, which
included managing a portfolio of both business and
personal relationships. Though the parties debated
whether Kibel could do a sedentary or light job under
the classifications set forth by the Department of
Labor’s Dictionary of Occupational Titles, the Ninth
Circuit’s inquiry was focused on whether Kibel could
do her own occupation, as was required by the terms of
Aetna’s plan.

The Ninth Circuit observed that the district court held
that Kibel did not meet her burden to prove that her
multiple sclerosis (‘‘MS’’) prevented her from doing
her own occupation because the most credible evidence
in the administrative record did not suggest sufficient
physical impairment. The district court reasoned that
this evidence, reported from Kibel’s treating physician,
referred to Kibel as ‘‘healthy,’’ ‘‘doing ok,’’ and ‘‘normal.’’
Other evidence in the administrative record established,
by a preponderance of the evidence, that Kibel could not
do her job.

The Ninth Circuit stated that when Kibel was finally
terminated, the administrative record made clear that
she was still trying to return to work. In its termination
letter, City National Bank explained that despite its
accommodation of her request to extend the period of
time in which she might find a job within the company
that would meet the physical restrictions ordered by her
doctor, it was unable to do so. This evidence supported
the conclusion that Kibel wanted to, but could not do
her job.

The Ninth Circuit stated that Aetna and the district court
failed to consider the evidence in the administrative
record that established that depression was a symptom
of MS. Such evidence made clear that Kibel’s fatigue,
even if a product of depression, could ultimately have
been rooted in her MS. Moreover, it established that the
district court and Aetna clearly erred in failing to
consider the personal statement that Kibel submitted
explaining that her fatigue did, in fact, rendered her
totally disabled.

The Ninth Circuit stated that given that Kibel’s personal
statement described her fatigue as an overpowering
feeling of extreme tiredness, exhaustion, and weakness,
which left her completely drained physically and
mentally, and resulted in a complete slowdown of her
brain and body, this evidence, appropriately considered,
further supported finding that Kibel’s MS prevented her
from doing her job.With this administrative record,
Kibel established by a preponderance of the evidence
that she was totally disabled under the terms of Aetna’s
long-term disability plan.

Accordingly, the Ninth Circuit reversed the district
court’s judgment and remanded the case.

References. See, e.g., Wilcox, California Employment
Law, § 60.03[3][e][iv], Employee Retirement Income
Security Act Provision Prohibiting Discharge to Avoid
Payment of Benefits (Matthew Bender).

DUES-CHECKOFF

Local Joint Exec. Bd. of Las Vegas v. NLRB, No.
15-72878, 2018 U.S. App. LEXIS 4818 (9th Cir.
February 27, 2018)

On February 27, 2018, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Ninth Circuit held that National Labor Relations Board
(‘‘board’’) did not provide a valid explanation for
departing from its standard remedy in dues-check off
cases; the board’s reliance-based explanation was
improper, as it was unreasonable for the employers to
rely on board precedent that had never been applied in
a reasoned manner in the absence of a union security
clause, and the board’s other explanations were simi-
larly erroneous.

The Local Joint Executive Board, Culinary Workers
Union Local 226, and Bartenders Union Local 165
(the ‘‘union’’) petitioned for review of an order of the
National Labor Relations Board (the ‘‘board’’) for the
fourth time in the present dispute spanning more than
two decades. When this case was last before the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit, the Ninth Circuit
determined that the operators of the now-defunct
Hacienda Resort Hotel and Casino and Sahara Hotel
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and Casino in Las Vegas (the ‘‘employers’’) violated
§ 8(a)(5) of the National Labor Relations Act
(‘‘NLRA’’), 29 U.S.C. § 158(a)(5), by unilaterally termi-
nating the union’s dues-checkoff without bargaining to
agreement or impasse.

The employers maintained collective bargaining agree-
ments (‘‘CBAs’’) with the union until 1994. The CBAs
did not contain union security clauses—clauses that
condition employment upon union membership—
as these clauses are prohibited in Nevada, a ‘‘right-
to-work’’ state. The CBAs did, however, require the
employers to deduct union dues from the paychecks
of employees who had authorized such deductions.
After the final CBA expired in May 1994, the employers
continued to honor these dues-check off authorizations
until June 1995. At that time, the employers unilaterally
terminated the union’s dues-check off. The union filed
unfair labor practice charges against the employers,
and the General Counsel for the NLRB subsequently
issued consolidated complaints. The union alleged
that the employers’ cessation of dues-check off violated
the unilateral change doctrine. An administrative law
judge (‘‘ALJ’’) dismissed the complaints and the board
affirmed, with two members dissenting. The majority
relied on a then-existing exception to the unilateral
change doctrine developed in Bethlehem Steel Co.,1 a
case involving a union security clause, and Tampa Sheet
Metal Co.,2 which applied Bethlehem Steel in a right-to-
work state in a footnote and without explanation. The
union filed a petition for review, and the Ninth Circuit
vacated the board’s order. On remand, the board aban-
doned its reliance on Bethlehem Steel but affirmed the
ALJ’s dismissal in another split decision, on the ground
that the union waived the right to dues-check off beyond
the expiration of the CBAs.

In response to the second remand, the board again
concluded without explanation that Bethlehem Steel
and Tampa Sheet Metal compelled the conclusion that
the employers did not violate the NLRA by unilaterally
ceasing dues-checkoff. On remand for the third time,
the board, recognizing the § 8(a)(5) violation, ordered
the employers and their officers, agents, successors, and
assigns tocease and desist the unilateral cessation of
dues-checkoff; bargain with the union; rescind the
unilateral dues-checkoff changes, and post or mail
remedial notices. The four-member majority recog-
nized that make-whole relief was the standard remedy

in dues-checkoff cases but declined to award such relief
in light of the employers’ reliance on the rule stated in
Bethlehem Steel. The union filed a petition for review
with the Ninth Circuit.

The Ninth Circuit stated that standard remedy that the
board awards when an employer violates the NLRA by
unilaterally ceasing dues-checkoff is make-whole
relief. Although the board might exercise its broad
discretion to deviate from a standard remedy, it must
provide a rational explanation for doing so. In the
present case, the prospective-only relief ordered by
the board satisfied neither of those requirements. The
board might not depart from a standard remedy because
of an employer’s reliance on prior law where such reli-
ance is unreasonable.

The Ninth Circuit observed that the rule in Bethlehem
Steel was not ‘‘well-established’’ in the absence of a
union security clause, nor had it ‘‘come to stand for’’
a legal rule in that context. Therefore, any reliance by
the employers on Bethlehem Steel and Tampa Sheet
Metal was unreasonable and could not provide a
proper basis for the board’s departure from standard
make-whole relief. The Ninth Circuit rejected the
board’s explanation regarding compound interest and
declined to toll the accrual period. The Ninth Circuit
further stated that, an employer causes unwarranted loss
to a union by unilaterally ceasing to collect and remit
voluntary dues-checkoff payments. Accordingly, the
Ninth Circuit concluded that the board’s consideration
of compound interest as a reason not to award standard
make-whole relief in this case was improper.

The Ninth Circuit further concluded that the union’s
arguments, that the board abused its discretion by
ordering prospective-only relief against defunct enti-
ties, were not premature and that the prospective-only
relief at issue did not effectuate the policies of the
NLRA. The union did not challenge specific liabilities
or the exact details of the prospective relief at issue.
Rather, the union argued that the board failed to effec-
tuate the policies of the NLRA because it ordered only
prospective forms of relief that could not be carried out
in practice. Accordingly, the union’s legal challenge
was not premature. The union’s entitlement to effective
relief for an unfair labor practice that occurred more
than 22 years ago could not be delayed any further.
The Ninth Circuit stated that because the remedies
were ineffectual, the order directing the employers
and their successors to post or mail notice of such reme-
dies was ineffectual as well.

Accordingly, the Ninth Circuit granted the petition,
vacated the board’s order, and remanded the case.

1 136 N.L.R.B. 1500 (1962).
2 288 N.L.R.B. 322 (1988).
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References. See, e.g., Wilcox, California Employment
Law, § 60.09[1][c][i], National Labor Relations Act
(Matthew Bender).

EMPLOYMENT DISCRIMINATION

Perez v. City of Roseville, No.15-16430, 2018 U.S.
App. LEXIS 3212 (9th Cir. February 9, 2018)

On February 9, 2018, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Ninth Circuit held that where a former probationary
police officer was discharged after an internal affairs
investigation into her romantic relationship with a
fellow police officer, as to her 42 U.S.C. § 1983 claim
that her termination violated her constitutional rights
to privacy and intimate association as it was impermis-
sibly based in part on disapproval of her private, off-duty
sexual conduct, there was a genuine factual dispute as to
whether she was terminated at least in part on the basis
of her extramarital affair.

Janelle Perez (‘‘Perez’’) was hired by Chief Daniel
Hahn to serve as a police officer in the Roseville
Police Department (the ‘‘department’’). A few months
into her probationary term, Perez and a fellow officer,
Officer Shad Begley (‘‘Begley’’) began a romantic rela-
tionship. Both Perez and Begley were separated from,
although still married to, other individuals. Begley’s
wife Leah filed a citizen complaint in which she
alleged that Perez and her husband had an affair and
that they were engaged in inappropriate sexual conduct
while on duty. This letter prompted the department to
initiate an Internal Affairs (‘‘IA’’) investigation headed
by Lieutenant Bergstrom. In his report, Bergstrom stated
that there was no evidence of on-duty sexual contact
between Perez and Begley, but that the two made a
number of calls and texts when one or both was on
duty, which potentially violated department policy.

Bergstrom provided his written IA report to Stefan
Moore. Moore then assigned the review of the report
to Cal Walstad, who recommended in a memorandum
that the department found Perez and Begley’s conduct
violated department policies 340.3.5(c), unsatisfactory
work performance and 340.3.5(aa), conduct unbe-
coming. Moore agreed with Walstad’s findings, and
believed that Perez should be released from her proba-
tion in light of the results of the investigation. Perez and
Begley received official memoranda, which sustained
the charges of unsatisfactory work performance and
conduct unbecoming. Finally, Moore issued written
reprimands to Perez and Begley on the basis of the
charges. Perez appealed her reprimand arising out of
the initial IA investigation into her affair. An adminis-
trative hearing before Daniel Hahn was held, at which
time Perez provided Hahn with her written rebuttal to

the IA findings of unsatisfactory work performance
and conduct unbecoming. At the conclusion of that
hearing, Perez was informed without any explanation
that she was being released from probation. She was
issued a written notice, which was prepared in advance
of the hearing. The notice contained no reasons for her
discharge. After the hearing, when Perez asked Hahn
why she was being terminated, Hahn declined to give
a reason.

About two weeks after Perez’s termination, Lieutenant
Glynn issued a new written reprimand to Perez from
Moore, which reversed the findings regarding sections
340.3.5(c) unsatisfactory work performance and
340.3.5(aa) conduct unbecoming, but based the repri-
mand on new charges of violating section 702, use of
Personal Communication Devices. Hahn later averred
that Perez’s personal calls during work time and during
performance of various work duties was a concern, but
not one warranting termination. Perez did not appeal
this reprimand because she had already been terminated
from her position, and her termination letter said that she
had no right to appeal.Perez sued the City of Roseville,
the department, Moore, Hahn, and Walstad (collectively
‘‘defendants’’) alleging 42 U.S.C. § 1983claims for
violation of her rights to privacy and freedom of asso-
ciation and her right to due process, as well as sex
discrimination under Title VII of the Civil Rights
Act of 1964and the California Fair Employment and
Housing Act (‘‘FEHA’’).

The district court granted summary judgment to each
defendant. On Perez’s 42 U.S.C. § 1983 claim for viola-
tion of her rights to privacy and intimate association,
the district court concluded that the defendants were
entitled to qualified immunity because Perez did not
have a clearly established constitutional right to engage
in a personal relationship with Begley while on duty.
On her due process claim, the district court determined
that there was no evidence that stigmatizing information
about Perez was published in connection with her termi-
nation, and therefore no violation of her rights. As to
Perez’s sex discrimination claim, the court found that
she did not provide sufficient evidence that Hahn’s
stated reasons for terminating her probationary employ-
ment were a pretext for sex discrimination or that her
gender was a motivating factor in the decision-making
process. Perez appealed before the U.S. Court of Appeals
for the Ninth Circuit.

The Ninth Circuit stated that it was undisputed that
all three individual defendants were acting under
color of state law. Therefore, to survive summary judg-
ment, Perez had to establish that a genuine factual
dispute existed as to whether her constitutional rights
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were violated and that those constitutional rights
were clearly established.

The Ninth Circuit further stated that it has long recog-
nized that officers and employees of a police department
enjoy a right of privacy in private, off-duty sexual beha-
vior. This right protects public employees from adverse
employment action based ‘‘in part’’ on their private
sexual activities. The Constitution is violated when a
public employee is terminated (a) at least in part on
the basis of (b) protected conduct, such as her private,
off-duty sexual activity. The Ninth Circuit concluded
that Perez provided sufficient evidence of each element
to survive summary judgment. In sum, given the inves-
tigation of charges based upon allegations related to
her affair with another officer, the evidence of the inves-
tigators’ moral disapproval of her affair, and the
department’s constantly shifting justifications for her
termination, as well as the independent reasons for
doubting the legitimacy of each shifting justification,
the court concluded that a genuine issue of material
fact existed as to whether Perez was fired at least in
part because of her extramarital affair.

The Ninth Circuit observed that Perez was terminated at
least in part for having an extramarital affair with
Begley. The Ninth Circuit stated that her extramarital
sexual conduct was protected by her rights to privacy
and intimate association. Therefore, her termination
violated her constitutional interests and cannot be
upheld under any level of scrutiny. The Ninth Circuit
further stated that the district court erred as a matter of
law by addressing only the constitutionality of the
investigation, which was precipitated by a charge of
sexual misconduct while on duty, and failed to consider
whether the department violated the Constitution by
terminating Perez for conduct that was, for purposes
of the summary judgment motion, off-duty. There
were numerous factual disputes over material questions
relating to the defendants’ motives in firing Perez.
Therefore, the district court was required to deny the
defendants’ motion for qualified immunity.

The Ninth Circuit stated that although the district court
erred in determining that the department’s letter to
Leah Begley was not published in connection with
Perez’s termination, the law of this Circuit did not
clearly establish that a letter published 19days prior to
an employee’s termination could bear a sufficient nexus
to the employment decision to give rise to a right to
name-clearing hearing. Therefore, the Ninth Circuit
concluded that, regardless of how apparent the violation
might have been in the present case, and notwith-
standing that the Ninth Circuit’s holding on this
question will lead to a different result in future cases,

the defendants were entitled to qualified immunity on
Perez’s due process claim.

The Ninth Circuit on Perez’s violation of Title VII of
the Civil Rights Act of 1964 and California’s FEHA
stated that all the complained-of conduct in regard to
gender was simply a pretext to justify a discharge that
was actually based solely on her having an affair with
another officer, a ground for discharge that violated her
rights to privacy and intimate association. In view of
Perez’s concession, the Ninth Circuit affirmed the grant
of summary judgment on this claim.

Accordingly, the Ninth Circuit reversed in part summary
judgment for the defendants on Perez’s 42 U.S.C. § 1983
claims for violation of her rights to privacy and intimate
association; affirmed in part summary judgment for
defendants on Perez’s due process and gender discrimi-
nation claims and remanded the case.

References. See, e.g., Wilcox, California Employment
Law, § 43.01[2], Proving Employment Discrimination
Under FEHA (Matthew Bender).

OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY & STATE PLAN

Solus Industrial Innovations, LLC v. Superior Court,
No. S222314, 2018 Cal. LEXIS 934 (February 8, 2018)

On February 8, 2018, the California Supreme Court
held that the federal Occupational Safety and Health
Act of 1970 does not preempt unfair competition and
consumer protection claims based on workplace safety
and health violations when, as in California, there is a
state plan approved by the Federal Secretary of Labor.

Solus Industrial Innovations, LLC (‘‘Solus’’) manufac-
tured plastics at its Orange County facility. Sometime
later, it installed at the facility an electric water heater
that was designed for residential use. Later, the water
heater exploded, killing two employees. The Division
of Occupational Safety and Health investigated and
determined that the explosion was caused by a failed
safety valve and the lack of any other suitable safety
features on the heater due to manipulation and misuse.
In an administrative proceeding, the agency charged
Solus with five violations of state occupational safety
and health regulations.

In addition, because two employees died and there was
evidence of violations of law, the division forwarded
the investigation results to the District Attorney of
Orange County. The district attorney filed criminal
charges against Solus’s plant manager and its mainte-
nance supervisor for felony violations of Lab. Code
§ 6425(a). The district attorney also filed the present
civil action against Solus. The complaint alleged four
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causes of action, all based on the same worker health
and safety standards placed at issue in the administra-
tive proceedings. Only two of the causes of action were
at issue in the instant case. One alleged that Solus’s
failure to comply with workplace safety standards
amounted to an unlawful, unfair, and fraudulent busi-
ness practice under Bus. & Prof. Code § 17200 et seq.
The second was a claim that Solus made numerous false
and misleading representations concerning its commit-
ment to workplace safety and its compliance with all
applicable workplace safety standards, and as a result of
those false and misleading statements, Solus was alleg-
edly able to retain employees and customers in violation
of Bus. & Prof. Code §17500 et seq.

Solus demurred on the ground that the two causes of
action were preempted by the Federal Occupational
Safety and Health Act of 1970 (the ‘‘Act’’). The trial
court overruled the demurrer. Solus challenged the
order and a California appellate court summarily denied
Solus’s petition for writ of mandate. The Supreme Court
of California granted the district attorney’s petition for
review.

The Court was convinced by various elements of the
Act that the preempted field was narrow. The Court
stated that when there is no federal standard, there is
no preemption [29 U.S.C. § 667(a)]. This provision
acknowledges that federal authority does not occupy
the entire field. Rather, states retain authority freely
to apply their own law in the field of occupational
safety or health when the Secretary has not promulgated
an applicable federal standard. Even when there are
federal standards, states may assume responsibility for
development and enforcement of state occupational
safety and health standards, provided the state submits
and gains approval for a state plan. States can provide
greater protection if they adopt their own plans with
standards and enforcement that are at least as protec-
tive as federal law. The Court stated that notwithstanding
the provisions [29 U.S.C. § 667(c)], the Act as a whole
does not suggest that the preempted field encompasses
all means of enforcement not specifically included in
the state’s approved plan. On the contrary, the Act
encourages states to assume the fullest responsibility
for the administration and enforcement of their occupa-
tional safety and health laws. The Court observed that
once a state plan is approved, it is federal, not state, law
that must give way.

The Court stated that notwithstanding the existence of
federal standards, not only are state workers’ compen-
sation actions not preempted, but state tort claims and
criminal prosecutions also survive, although they may
be based on duties established by state occupational

safety and health standards. The Act contemplates a
cooperative system of workplace safety regulation,
not an exclusively federal one. It stated that the circum-
stance that federal schemes involve cooperation and
concurrent jurisdiction suggests that the scope of
preemption was not intended to be broad.

The Court stated that the purpose of the unfair competi-
tion law (‘‘UCL’’) is to protect both consumers and
competitors by promoting fair competition in commer-
cial markets for goods and services. The fair advertising
law (‘‘FAL’’), for its part, makes actionable untrue or
misleading statements made to induce the public to enter
into any obligation to purchase goods and services.
Actions to enforce the UCL or FAL, which may be
brought by government officials and by individuals
who have suffered injury in fact, address the overarching
legislative concern to provide a streamlined procedure
for the prevention of ongoing or threatened acts of
unfair competition.

The Court acknowledged that in some instances, a
UCL claim may fall within a field of preemption. But
in the present case, the UCL and FAL claims were based
on standards set forth in an approved state plan, and
which therefore preempted any federal standards. The
Court also recognized that the Act is concerned not
only with a state’s substantive standards, but also with
its enforcement. Therefore, when UCL and FAL claims
are premised on violations of a state’s plan, the UCL
and FAL arguably come within the high court’s descrip-
tion of an occupational safety and health standard in
the context of the Act.

The Court reiterated the strong presumption against
preemption, arising both from the fact that the federal
legislation addresses an area that has been the long-
standing subject of state regulation and from the fact
that California has assumed responsibility under the
Act to regulate worker safety and health, thereby
preempting federal law. In light of the cooperative char-
acter of the Act, the authority the Act grants states that
have assumed responsibility for worker safety and health,
the nature of UCL and FAL claims, and the strong
presumption against preemption, the Court found no
implied preemption of the claims in the present case.

The Court stated that the UCL or FAL claims do not
obstruct the Act’s purpose to encourage the states to
assume the fullest responsibility for the administration
and enforcement of their occupational safety and health
laws. The magnitude of the potential UCL and FAL
penalties compared with the lesser administrative
penalties imposed under the state plan are not inconsis-
tent with the federal scheme. When a state obtains
approval of a state plan for the regulation of worker
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safety and health, state law preempts federal law. With
respect to the enforcement of safety and health stan-
dards, the Act requires enforcement at least as effective
as under the federal act; there is no indication in the
language or structure of the Act that states with approved
plans cannot supplement enforcement of federally
approved standards by means of unfair business practice
claims.

The Court further stated that the Act allows a state
with an approved plan to implement modifications or
additions without prior approval of the plan change by
the Act. In the absence of a clear and manifest congres-
sional purpose to preempt claims such as the UCL and
FAL claims asserted in this case, such claims are
encompassed in the presumption against preemption
that arises upon a state’s assumption of responsibility
under the Act to regulate worker safety and health.

Accordingly, the Court reversed the appellate court’s
judgment. The Court directed the appellate court to
vacate its order granting the petition for writ of
mandate and instead to deny the petition for writ of
mandate and to remand the matter to the trial court.

References. See, e.g., Wilcox, California Employment
Law, § 21.01[4A], Federal Preemption in Absence of
State Plan (Matthew Bender).

RETALIATION

Duggan v. DOD, No. 16-73640, 2018 U.S. App. LEXIS
4622 (9th Cir. February 26, 2018)

On February 26, 2018, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Ninth Circuit held that substantial evidence supported
the Merit Systems Protection Board’s ultimate determi-
nation that the federal agency’s personnel actions were
not in retaliation for the employee’s whistl blowing.

George Duggan (‘‘Duggan’’) worked as a Senior Auditor
at the Defense Contract Audit Agency(‘‘DCAA’’).
DCAA’s Fremont Branch Manager, Vivian Cusi
(‘‘Cusi’’), supervised an audit team that included
Duggan. According to the supervising auditor, David
Downer (‘‘Downer’’), who accompanied Cusi, Duggan
was ‘‘hostile’’ and ‘‘disrespectful’’; he shook Cusi’s
hand only ‘‘reluctantly’’ and ‘‘questioned her presence.’’
Downer further described Duggan as ‘‘angry’’ and
‘‘unfriendly’’ when he first met Cusi. Downer also char-
acterized the encounter as ‘‘quite alarming,’’ in contrast
to the uneventful introductions to other members of
the team. When the minutes of the meeting were circu-
lated by email, Cusi replied that they were incomplete.
Because Cusi thought that Duggan’s behavior should be
recorded and addressed separately, she did not insist
that a description of it be included in the minutes. But

the minutes did record that Cusi ‘‘stopped the meeting’’
because, in her view, it ‘‘was not productive and Duggan
was monopolizing it.’’ Duggan replied in an email that
Cusi’s ‘‘reaction to the team minutes is disappointing,’’
and he described the meeting as ‘‘disastrous.’’

Sometime later, Duggan received notice of a proposed
10-day suspension for disrespectful and/or disruptive
conduct. The three specifications were his behavior
during the introduction to Cusi at his cubicle, his beha-
vior during the team meeting, and the email. The notice
also pointed out that this was Duggan’s third offense
for inappropriate behavior. Duggan was suspended for
10 days. Later Duggan received an annual performance
appraisal. He was rated only ‘‘minimally successful’’ in
the ‘‘critical element’’ of ‘‘communication and organi-
zational support.’’ The appraisal recorded that Duggan
resisted participating in meetings and challenged the
need for them, told supervisors to communicate with
him only by email and not in person, communicated
in a disrespectful way, and sent some emails that were
particularly harsh. Because Duggan received only a
minimally successful rating in a critical area, DCAA
revoked his telework agreement.

After exhausting the whistleblower complaint proce-
dures with the Office of Special Counsel, Duggan
filed an Individual Right of Action appeal. He alleged
that seven protected disclosures contributed to DCAA’s
decision to suspend him for 10days, to rate his perfor-
mance as only minimally successful, to revoke his
telework agreement, and not to grant him a cash
award in 2013. After conducting a hearing, an admin-
istrative judge found that Duggan made four protected
disclosures and that they were a contributing factor to
the challenged personnel actions. But the administrative
judge went on to find that DCAA had shown by clear
and convincing evidence that it would have taken the
same personnel actions even without the protected
disclosures. Duggan appealed to the Merit Systems
Protection Board (‘‘board’’), which issued a final order
affirming the administrative judge’s decision. Duggan
petitioned for review with the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the Ninth Circuit.

The Ninth Circuit stated that substantial evidence
supported the board’s ultimate determination that the
DCAA’s personnel actions were not in retaliation for
Duggan’s whistleblowing, and the administrative
judge permissibly excluded the disputed evidence.
The Ninth Circuit noted that once an employee estab-
lishes a prima facie case by showing that a protected
disclosure was a contributing factor in the agency’s
personnel action, the burden shifts to the agency to
establish by clear and convincing evidence that it
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would have taken the same personnel action in
the absence of such disclosure. The Ninth Circuit
assumed, without deciding, that all seven communica-
tions that Duggan identified constituted protected
disclosures. The Ninth Circuit also assumed that all
the disclosures were a factor in the DCAA’s personnel
actions, as the administrativejudge and the board found
with respect to four of the disclosures. Thus, the Ninth
Circuit assumed for the purposes of their analysis that
Duggan established a prima facie case.

The Ninth Circuit applying the Carr v. Social Security
Administration3standards stated that the evidence in
support of the personnel actions was strong. Nearly
all witnesses other than Duggan characterized his beha-
vior at the meeting as disruptive and disrespectful;
indeed, the team could not complete its discussion of
the intended topics because of his conduct. And the
board permissibly concluded that the email conveyed
a nasty and condescending tone that went well beyond
mere bluntness or a critique of management practices.
Accordingly, the first Carr factor supported the board’s
decision. Considering all the Carr factors and the
record as a whole, the Ninth Circuit concluded that
substantial evidence supported the board’s determina-
tion that the agency proved, by clear and convincing
evidence, that it would have taken the same disciplinary
action against Duggan in the absence of his whistle-
blowing activities.

The Ninth Circuit observed that Duggan challenged the
administrative judge’s ruling that denied discovery
requests relating to similarly situated non-whistleblowing
employees. But granting those discovery requests would
have resulted in a fruitless search for similarly situated
employees; the uncontradicted evidence showed that
there were no other employees who were disciplined
for the third time for disrespectful or insubordinate
conduct. The Ninth Circuit stated that the administrative
judge did not abuse his discretion.

Accordingly, the Ninth Circuit denied the petition.

References. See, e.g., Wilcox, California Employment
Law, § 60.03[2][c][i], Whistleblowing Activities
(Matthew Bender).

WAGE AND HOUR ACTIONS

Mora v. Webcor Construction, L.P., No.A148264, 2018
Cal. App. LEXIS 92 (February 5, 2018)

On February 5, 2018, a California appellate court
held that Lab. Code §226(a), does not encompass

payments to a union vacation trust fund; employee did
not suggest in any way his complaint could be amended
to state a claim, so the trial court did not err in sustaining
the employer’s demurrer without leave to amend.

Steven Mora (‘‘Mora’’) filed this putative class action in
Alameda County Superior Court and, in February 2016,
Webcor Construction, L.P (‘‘Webcor’’) filed a first
amended complaint (‘‘FAC’’). The FAC alleged viola-
tions of Lab. Code § 226(a) and sought penalties under
the Labor Code Private Attorneys General Act of 2004
(‘‘PAGA’’). The FAC alleged Mora was employed by
Webcor from March 7 through May 14, 2015. Mora’s
employment was subject to a collective bargaining
agreement (‘‘CBA’’)—the 2014-2019 Laborers’ Master
Builders Agreement—entered into between Webcor
and the Northern California District Council of Laborers
of the Laborers’ International Union of North America.
Among many other things, the CBA set forth ‘‘wages’’
applicable to different employment classifications. The
CBA also separately required employers to pay hourly
contributions for each hour paid for and/or worked to
various union trust funds at specified rates, including
to Union Vacation Trust Fund at $2.63 an hour. The
FAC alleged that, pursuant to the terms of the CBA,
Mora was paid a specific hourly rate of vacation pay
for each hour worked, but the applicable rate of pay
and hours for such vacation wages were not identified
on the wage statements he received from Webcor. The
FAC alleged this was in violation of Lab. Code § 226(a).

In March 2016, Webcor filed a demurrer arguing the
payments at issue were outside the scope of Lab.
Code § 226(a)and, in any event, Mora’s claims were
preempted by the Labor Management Relations Act,
1947(‘‘LMRA’’). In opposing the demurrer, Mora
requested that the trial court take judicial notice of
weekly wage statements he received from Webcor.
The wage statements clarified the nature of appellant’s
claims. Each wage statement5 contained a heading on
the left side entitled ‘‘Current Pay Period,’’ under which
were listed three categories: regular, overtime, and
union vacation. On each statement, the regular and
overtime lines list hours worked as well as the pay
rate for each hour worked, as well as a total amount
in a column entitled current amount. On the other hand,
the number of applicable hours worked and the applic-
able hourly rate were not included for the union
vacation line. Instead, there was only a total dollar
amount in the current amount column. Later, following
a hearing, the trial court sustained Webcor’s demurrer
without leave to amend. The trial court concluded that
the payments to the Union Vacation Trust Fund were
not ‘‘wages’’ within the meaning of Lab. Code § 226(a),
in part because Mora never had possession or control of3 185 F.3d 1318 (Fed. Cir. 1999).
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these payments, or the right to control them. The trail
court also concluded that Mora’s claims were preempted
by the LMRA because the CBA would need to be inter-
preted in order to determine whether and when Mora
became entitled to the hourly payments listed, whether
any conditions attached, and when and how such condi-
tions were satisfied. Mora appealed before a California
appellate court.

The appellate court concluded that the payments to
the Union Vacation Trust Fund were not within the
scope of Lab. Code § 226(a).Although each payment
passed through Mora’s check, Mora did not allege that
he exercised any control over the funds, which were
immediately deducted and presumably transferred to
an employer-financed trust the Union Vacation Trust
Fund. Neither did he allege that he could opt to alter
or decline to make the contribution. Furthermore,
although Mora had some expectation of benefits from
the trust fund, he did not allege an entitlement to
receive the entirety of the union vacation payments
back from the trust fund. Finally, although Webcor’s
obligation to make the payments arose from Mora’s
labor, Mora did not allege or present authority Webcor
owed the payments to him, rather than to the trust fund.

The appellate court stated that Lab. Code § 227.5 further
undermined Mora’s interpretation of Lab. Code
§ 226(a).The contrast between Lab. Code § 227.5 ’s
express reference to payments to a health or welfare
fund, pension fund, or vacation plan and the absence of
such an express reference in Lab. Code § 226(a)
suggested the omission was intentional.

The appellate court further stated that at the outset,
Mora was mistaken in asserting the wage statements
he received provided him no means of verifying that
the union vacation payment was the correct amount.
The wage statements provided the information needed
to verify the propriety of the payment amount, because
dividing the totals listed for union vacation on each
statement by the total number of hours worked showed
that union vacation was paid at an hourly rate of $2.63,
as required by the CBA. Thus, Mora’s argument that
an employee had no means of determining whether the
amount being paid to them for the line item was correct,
was inaccurate.

The appellate court rejected Mora’s suggestion that
policy considerations permit the court to add to the
statutorily required disclosures. The appellate court
stated that while courts are required to construe wage
statutes broadly in favor of employees, this principle
does not provide courts with the authority to rewrite
applicable legislation. The appellate court concluded
that the trial court properly sustained Webcor’s demurrer

on the ground that Mora failed to state a claim for viola-
tion of Lab. Code §226(a), which also disposes of Mora’s
PAGA claim.

Accordingly, the appellate court affirmed the trial
court’s judgment.

References. See, e.g., Wilcox, California Employment
Law, § 4.01[2][c][iii], Vacation Pay (Matthew Bender).

Newton v. Parker Drilling Mgmt. Servs., No.15-56352,
2018 U.S. App. LEXIS 2844 (9th Cir. February 5, 2018)

On February 5, 2018, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Ninth Circuit held that California’s wage and hour laws
were applicable under 43 U.S.C. § 1333(a)(2)(A)to
claims brought by workers employed on drilling plat-
forms fixed on the outer Continental Shelf because the
statutory term applicable, did not require an absence of
federal law or a necessity to fill a significant void or gap
in federal law.

Brian Newton (‘‘Newton’’) worked as a roustabout
and painter for Parker Drilling (‘‘Parker’’) on drilling
platforms in the Santa Barbara Channel from approxi-
mately January 2013 to January 2015. The drilling
platforms where he worked were located more than
three miles offshore and fixed to the seabed of the
outer Continental Shelf. His 14-day shifts, known in
the industry as ‘‘hitches,’’ comprised 12 hours on duty
followed by 12 hours on controlled standby. Newton was
paid for 12 hours of work per day and he was not able to
leave the platform during his shifts. Newton alleged that
he usually took 15 to 30 minutes during his shifts to eat
without clocking out or ate while not working and
remaining on call, and that Parker did not provide
30-minute meal periods for each five hours worked, as
required by California law. Parker paid Newton twice per
month. In addition to compensation for 12 hours per day,
his pay stubs showed pay for two hours for the boat ride
out, back and debriefing with the next crew.

Newton filed a putative class action in California state
court. Newton maintained that California law required
Parker to pay him for the 12 hours he was on controlled
standby each day. The First Amended Complaint
(‘‘FAC’’) alleged that Newton’s final paycheck did
not include all the wages owed to him, including the
overtime/double-time and meal period wages. In all,
Newton brought seven causes of action under California
law for: minimum wage violations, failure to pay over-
time and double-time, pay stub violations, failure to pay
timely final wages, failure to provide lawful meal
periods, civil penalties under the Private Attorney
General Act of 2004 (‘‘PAGA’’), and unfair competition.
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Parker removed the action to federal court and filed a
motion for judgment on the pleadings. Parker argued
that, under the Outer Continental Shelf Lands Act
(‘‘OCSLA’’), the Fair Labor Standards Act (‘‘FLSA’’)
is a comprehensive statutory scheme that leaves no
room for state law to address wage and hour grievances
arising on the Outer Continental Shelf (‘‘OCS’’). The
district court granted Parker’s motion for judgment on
the pleadings, reasoning that under the OCSLA, federal
law governed and state law only applied to the extent it
was necessary to fill a significant void or gap in federal
law. Finding no significant voids or gaps in the FLSA,
the district court held that Newton could not invoke
California wage and hour laws as surrogate federal
law. The district court reached this decision after
considering the Department of Labor (‘‘DOL’’) regula-
tions elaborating the FLSA. While recognizing that the
FLSA has a savings clause that expressly allows for
more protective state minimum wage and overtime
laws, the district court nevertheless concluded that Cali-
fornia wage and hour claims were unavailable to
Newton. The district court did not address Newton’s
request for leave to amend. Newton appealed before
the U.S. Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit.

The Ninth Circuit having examined the text of the
original OCSLA and its 1975 amendment, the legislative
history, and the Supreme Court’s case law addressing the
Act, held that state wage and hour laws are adopted as
surrogate federal law on the OCS as long as they are
applicable and not inconsistent with existing federal
law. The Ninth Circuit observed that Parker paid
Newton an hourly rate well above the state and federal
minimum wage, and also paid him premium rates for
overtime hours. Newton’s principal wage and hour
objection was that he was not properly compensated
for standby hours on the drilling platform. The Ninth
Circuit stated that it knew of no appellate case law exam-
ining whether, for the purposes of the OCSLA, state
wage and hour laws were inconsistent with the federal
Fair Labor Standards Act.

The Ninth Circuit further stated that because there
were California and federal statutory schemes that
were applicable, in the ordinary sense of that term,
to the parties’ conflict, the determinative question in
Newton’s case was not which law was applicable, but
whether California wage and hour laws were inconsistent
with existing federal law [43 U.S.C. § 1333(a)(2)(A)].
If they were not inconsistent, the OCSLA dictates that
state wage and hour grievances should be redressable as
federal claims on the OCS. The application of California
minimum wage and overtime laws as federal law on the
OCS serves the purpose of the OCSLA. The Ninth
Circuit noted that savings clause in the FLSA reflects

Congress’s express intent that states should be allowed
to adopt more protective standards.

The Ninth Circuit stated that Parker failed to demon-
strate that California’s minimum wage and overtime
laws were inconsistent with federal law, and the Ninth
Circuit knew of nothing else indicating that California’s
provisions for minimum wage and maximum hours
worked were inconsistent with the FLSA. The Ninth
Circuit concluded that the district court erred by
dismissing the claims Newton brought pursuant to
California’s minimum wage and overtime laws, and
that California’s minimum wage and maximum hours
worked provisions were applicable and not inconsistent
with the FLSA.

The Ninth Circuit stated that because it held that the
absence of federal law was not a prerequisite for applic-
able and not inconsistent state law to become surrogate
federal law on the OCS, the Ninth Circuit vacated the
order dismissing the California’s meal period, final pay,
and pay stub laws claims. The Ninth Circuit vacated the
dismissal of Newton’s other claims under California
law, the Ninth Circuit vacated the dismissal of his
PAGA and Unfair Competition Law claims.

Accordingly, the Ninth Circuit vacated the district
court’s order and remanded the case.

References. See, e.g., Wilcox, California Employment
Law, § 3.17[5], Payments Not for Hours Worked
(Matthew Bender).

WHISTLEBLOWER AND RETALIATION
PROTECTIONS

Johnen v. United States MSPB, No.16-73427,2018
U.S. App. LEXIS 4623 (9th Cir. February 26, 2018)

On February 26, 2018, the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Ninth Circuit held that because the employee was
seeking review of the Merit Systems Protection
Board’s (‘‘board’s’’) decision on the merits of his termi-
nation and exclusion, the board was not the proper
respondent and only the agency that took the action,
the Army, was properly ‘‘the’’ respondent; the employee
pointed to no legal authority suggesting that a two-
member board could not act.

Michael Johnen(‘‘Johnen’’) worked as a civilian Super-
visory Engineering Technician for the U.S. Army
Installation Management Command, Directorate of
Public Works, at Fort Hunter Liggett, a military base
in California. On October 26, 2012, he filed a complaint
with the Department of Defense Inspector General
(‘‘DODIG’’). Johnen alleged that he was the subject of
an investigation during which Army employees had
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made false statements about him. He further alleged in
his DODIG complaint that he had encountered nepo-
tism within the Army. The Army terminated Johnen’s
employment, purportedly because the Directorate of
Public Works was overstaffed; two days later, he was
excluded from the site for 180 days because of the
termination.

Shortly thereafter, Johnen filed a complaint with the
Office of Special Counsel, alleging that his termination
and exclusion from his work site were retaliation for his
DODIG complaint, a form of whistle blowing. After
a hearing, an administrative judge denied Johnen’s
request for corrective action. On the merits, the admin-
istrative judge found that the DODIG complaint did not
contribute either to the Army’s decision to terminate
Johnen or to its decision to exclude him from the site.
Johnen appealed that decision to the U. S. Merit
Systems Protection Board (‘‘board’’), which affirmed.
Johnen filed a petition for review with the U.S. Court
of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit.

The Ninth Circuit first considered whether Johnen prop-
erly named both the board and the Army as respondents.
The Ninth Circuit stated that a fundamental purpose
of the Civil Service Reform Act of 1978 [Pub. L. No.
95-454, 92 Stat. 1111] was to transfer adjudicatory
authority from the old Civil Service Commission to
the board. If the board had to serve as the respondent
in a case in which the merits of an underlying personnel
action were at issue, the board would be placed in a
position adversarial to employees whose rights it was
established to adjudicate, thus, undermining the board’s
role as a neutral adjudicatory body. The Ninth Circuit
held that the Army was the only proper respondent in
the present case. Accordingly, the Ninth Circuit
dismissed the petition with respect to the board.

The Ninth Circuit further stated that relevant statutory
authority states that the board is composed of three
members. But the statute also suggests that the board
can function without all three members. The Ninth
Circuit observed that Johnen pointed to no legal
authority suggesting that a two-member board could
not act.

The Ninth Circuit noted that if an employee has estab-
lished a prima facie case, an agency might demonstrate
by clear and convincing evidence that it would have
taken the same personnel action in the absence of such
disclosure. In the present case, it was undisputed that the
DODIG complaint was a protected disclosure. And the
termination and exclusion were personnel actions.

The Ninth Circuit stated that substantial evidence
supported the board’s determination that the DODIG

complaint did not motivate the Army’s decision to
terminate and exclude Johnen. The board relied on
other factors, including the Army officials’ lack of a
retaliatory motive and the administrative judge’s cred-
ibility conclusions. It was evident from the board’s
lengthy and detailed opinion that the board considered
all the evidence and simply found it wanting.

Accordingly, the Ninth Circuitdismissed the petition
as to the United States Merit Systems Protection
Board; as to the United States Department of the
Army, denied the petition in part, granted in part, and
remanded the case.

References. See, e.g., Wilcox, California Employment
Law, § 60.03[3][d][i][ii], Whistleblower Protection Act
(Matthew Bender).

Dig. Realty Trust, Inc. v. Somers, No.16-1276, 2018
U.S. LEXIS 1377 (February 21, 2018)

On February 21, 2018, the U.S. Supreme Court held
that a former employee, who was terminated shortly
after he reported to senior management suspected secu-
rities law violations by the company, but who did not
provide information to the Securities and Exchange
Commission before his termination, was not a whistle-
blower entitled to relief under the anti-retaliation
provision of the Dodd-Frank Act,15 U.S.C. § 78u-
6(a)(6), because§ 78u-6(a)(6)did not include an indivi-
dual who did not report a securities law violation to the
Securities and Exchange Commission.

Digital Realty Trust, Inc. (‘‘Digital Realty’’) was a real
estate investment trust that owned, acquired, and devel-
oped data centers. Digital Realty employed Paul Somers
(‘‘Somers’’) as a Vice President. Somers alleged that
Digital Realty terminated him shortly after he reported
to senior management suspected securities-law viola-
tions by the company. Although nothing impeded him
from alerting the Securities and Exchange Commission
(‘‘SEC or commission’’) prior to his termination, he did
not do so. Nor did he file an administrative complaint
within 180 days of his termination, rendering him
ineligible for relief under the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of
2002(‘‘Sarbanes-Oxley’’).Somers brought suit in the
United States District Court for the Northern District of
California alleging, inter alia, a claim of whistleblower
retaliation under the 2010Dodd-Frank Wall Street
Reform and Consumer Protection Act(‘‘Dodd-Frank’’).
Digital Realty moved to dismiss that claim, arguing
that Somers did not qualify as a whistleblowerunder15
U.S.C.§78u-6(h) because he did not report any alleged
law violations to the SEC. The District Court denied the
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motion. Rule 21F-2 [§240.21F-2(b)(1)(i)-(ii)],the court
observed, did not necessitate recourse to the SEC prior
to gaining whistleblower status under Dodd-Frank.

On interlocutory appeal, a divided panel of the U.S.
Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit affirmed. The
majority acknowledged that Dodd-Frank’s definitional
provision described a whistleblower as an individual
who provides information to the SEC itself. But
applying that definition to the anti-retaliation provision,
the majority reasoned, would narrow the third clause of
15 U.S.C.§78u-6(h)(1)(A) to the point of absurdity: the
statute would protect employees only if they reported
possible securities violations both internally and to the
SEC. The majority concluded that the statute should
be read to protect employees who make disclosures
privileged by clause (iii) of15 U.S.C.§78u-6(h)(1)(A),
whether or not those employees also provide informa-
tion to the SEC. In any event, the majority held that the
SEC’s resolution of any statutory ambiguity warranted
deference. Judge Owens dissented. In his view, the stat-
utory definition of whistleblower was clear, left no room
for interpretation, and plainly governed.

Two other courts of appeals weighed in on the question
before the U.S. Supreme Court . The U.S. court of
appeals for the Fifth Circuit held that employees must
provide information to the SEC to avail themselves of
Dodd-Frank’s anti-retaliation safeguard. A divided
panel of the U.S. court of appeals for the Second
Circuit reached the opposite conclusion, over a dissent
by Judge Jacobs. The Supreme Court granted certiorari
to resolve this conflict.

The Supreme Court’s charge in this review proceeding
was to determine the meaning of whistleblower in
15 U.S.C. § 78u-6(h), Dodd-Frank’s anti-retaliation
provision. The Supreme Court stated when a statute
includes an explicit definition, the Court must follow
that definition, even if it varies from a term’s ordinary
meaning. The whistleblower definition operates in
conjunction with the three clauses of §78u-6(h)(1)(A)
to spell out the provision’s scope. The definition first
describes who is eligible for protection–namely, a
whistleblower who provides pertinent information to
the commission [15 U.S.C.§78u-6(a)(6)]. The three
clauses of 15 U.S.C.§78u-6(h)(1)(A) then describes
what conduct, when engaged in by a whistleblower, is
shielded from employment discrimination. An individual
who meets both measures may invoke Dodd-Frank’s
protections. But an individual who falls outside the
protected category of whistleblowers is ineligible to
seek redress under the statute, regardless of the conduct
in which that individual engages.

The Supreme Court stated that the core objective of
Dodd-Frank’s robust whistleblower program is to moti-
vate people who know of securities law violations to
tell the SEC. The Court noted that when enacting
Sarbanes-Oxley’s whistleblower regime, in compar-
ison, Congress had a more far-reaching objective: it
sought to disturb the corporate code of silence that
discouraged employees from reporting fraudulent beha-
viour not only to the proper authorities, such as the FBI
and the SEC, but even internally. Accordingly, the
Sarbanes-Oxley anti-retaliation provision covered
employees who reported fraud not only to the SEC,
but also to any other federal agency, Congress, or an
internal supervisor.

The Supreme Court stated that in sum, Dodd-Frank’s
text and purpose left no doubt that the term whistle-
blower in 15 U.S.C. §78u-6(h) carried the meaning set
forth in the section’s definitional provision. Somers did
not provide information to the commission before his
termination, 15 U.S.C. §78u-6(a)(6), so he did not
qualify as a whistleblower at the time of the alleged
retaliation. He was, therefore, ineligible to seek relief
under 15 U.S.C. §78u-6(h).

The Supreme Court observed that overlooked in this
protest was Dodd-Frank’s core objective: to prompt
reporting to the SEC. In view of that precise aim, it
was understandable that the statute’s retaliation protec-
tions, like its financial rewards would be reserved for
employees who did what Dodd-Frank seek to achieve,
that is, they placed information about unlawful activity
before the commission to aid its enforcement efforts.

The Supreme Court noted that the interpretation offered
by Somers and the Solicitor General—that is, ignoring
the statutory definition when construing the anti-retaliation
provision—raised an even thornier question about the
law’s scope. Their view, which would not require an
employee to provide information relating to a securities-
law violation to the SEC, could afford Dodd-Frank
protection to an employee who reported information
bearing no relationship whatever to the securities laws.
That prospect could be imagined based on the broad
array of federal statutes and regulations cross-referenced
by clause (iii) of the anti-retaliation provision. The
statute expressly delegated authority to the SEC to estab-
lish the manner in which information might be provided
to the commission by a whistleblower [15 U.S.C. §78u-
6(a)(6)]. The Supreme Court stated that nothing in its
opinion prevented the agency from enumerating addi-
tional means of SEC reporting—including through
testimony protected by clause (ii).

The Supreme Court found the statute’s definition of
whistleblower clear and conclusive. The Court was of
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the opinion that statute’s unambiguous whistleblower
definition, in short, precluded the commission from
more expansively interpreting that term.

Accordingly, the Supreme Court reversed the judgment
of the appellate court and remanded the case.

References. See, e.g., Wilcox, California Employment
Law, § 60.03[3][d][iii], Whistleblower Protection
Under The Sarbanes-Oxley Act and the Dodd-Frank
Act (Matthew Bender).

WRONGFUL TERMINATION

Terris v. County of Santa Barbara, No. B268849, 2018
Cal. App. LEXIS 128 (February 16, 2018)

On February 16, 2018, a California appellate court
held that the County employee did not exhaust her
administrative remedies on her claims that County
terminated her job to discriminate against her in viola-
tion of Lab. Code §§ 1101, 1102, 1102.5; by enacting
Lab. Code § 244(a), the Legislature did not create such
a new administrative review process that applied to all
administrative agencies; it eliminated the requirement
that a claim must first be bought before the Labor
Commissioner before filing a civil action.

Shawn Terris (‘‘Terris’’) was a County of Santa Barbara
(‘‘County’’) employee in the position of a Program
Business Leader analyst. She was subject to civil
services rules. The County projected a budget shortfall
for the fiscal year 2009-2010 of nearly $11 million.
Terris was one of 35 employees laid off. After receiving
a layoff notice, Terris exercised her right to remain
employed by displacing or bumping a person in
another position—the First 5 Program/Business Leader.
Patricia Wheatley, the director of First 5 Santa Barbara,
decided that position required special skills. She
requested a special skills designation to expand the
requirements for that position. Theresa Duer, the
County assistant human resources director, granted
that request and determined Terris was not qualified
for that position. Terris was laid off.

Terris filed a complaint with the County’s Civil Service
Commission (‘‘commission’’). She alleged her termina-
tion procedure violated her seniority rights Later, the
commission ruled the special skills designation was
appropriate, the layoff was authorized, and the County
complied with all required procedures. It found, all
proper notices were given and seniority was followed.
Terris filed a wrongful termination and employment
discrimination action. In her third amended complaint,
she alleged the County terminated her employment to
prevent her from holding an elected office as a retire-
ment board trustee [Lab. Code § 1101], interfered with

her political activity as a retirement board trustee [Lab.
Code § 1102], and retaliated against her for lawful
complaints she had made [Lab. Code § 1102.5]. The
trial court granted the County’s motion for summary
judgment. It found Terris did not exhaust her adminis-
trative remedies on her second, third, and fourth causes
of action; and there was no triable issue of fact on
her Fair Employment and Housing Act (‘‘FEHA’’)
cause of action. Terris appealed before a California
appellate court.

The Ninth Circuit disagreed with Terris’s contention
that the trial court erred in ruling that she failed to
exhaust her administrative remedies before filing her
wrongful termination action alleging violation of Lab.
Code §§ 1101, 1102, and 1102.5. The Ninth Circuit
quoting Campbell v. Regents of University of California4

stated that where an administrative remedy is provided
by statute, relief must be sought from the administrative
body and this remedy exhausted before the courts will
act. The Ninth Circuit further stated that County
employees must exhaust internal administrative reme-
dies that are provided in county civil service rules.
Terris was a County employee subject to the County’s
Civil Service Rules.

The Ninth Circuit agreed with the County’s claims that
Terris had an administrative remedy to resolve these
claims, which she did not pursue. The civil service
rules provided her with the right to challenge the
alleged discrimination before the commission. Terris
could have subpoenaed witnesses to testify at an eviden-
tiary hearing. She could have sought judicial review of
the commission’s decisions on her discrimination
claims through administrative mandamus. The commis-
sion had the authority to reinstate her and order back
pay and attorney fees if it so decided.

The Ninth Circuit, on Terris’s argument that Lab. Code
§ 244 supported her contention that she was not
required to exhaust her administrative remedies, stated
that by enacting Lab. Code § 244(a), the Legislature did
not create such a new administrative review process that
applied to all administrative agencies. It eliminated the
requirement that a claim must first be bought before the
Labor Commissioner before filing a civil action.

The Ninth Circuit further stated that Terris admitted she
was aware of the Equal Employment Opportunity
Office (‘‘EEO’’) complaint procedure and was repre-
sented by counsel at all relevant stages. Terris decided
not to file the EEO complaint. Consequently, her Lab.

4 35 Cal. 4th 311, 25 Cal. Rptr. 3d 320, 106 P.3d 976
(2005).
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Code §§ 1101, 1102, and 1102.5 claims were barred.
The Ninth Circuit agreed that the trial court erred by
awarding the FEHA costs. The Ninth Circuit further
stated that the inability to prove a FEHA element was
not equivalent to filing an entirely baseless lawsuit. The
Ninth Circuit concluded that Terris did not show other
grounds for reversal.

Accordingly, the Ninth Circuit reversed the order
awarding the County costs on the FEHA cause of
action and remanded the case to the trial court to rede-
termine costs. In all other respects, the Ninth Circuit
affirmed the judgment.

References. See, e.g., Wilcox, California Employment
Law, § 43.01[3], Exhaustion of Administrative Reme-
dies as Prerequisite to Civil Action (Matthew Bender).

Smith v. Constellation Brands, Inc., No.17-15287,
2018 U.S. App. LEXIS 4173 (9th Cir. February 21,
2018)

On February 21, 2018, the U.S. Court of Appeals for
the Ninth Circuit held that as to the employee’s Cali-
fornia Fair Employment and Housing Act claim, she
sufficiently alleged conditions that could establish
disability, but she made no allegations regarding how
those conditions affected her ability to work as a finan-
cial analyst; as to her public policy retaliation claim
under Cal. Lab. Code § 232.5, the matters she disclosed
to her colleagues regarding her employer’s financial
system, as well as her own dissatisfaction with her posi-
tion and adequacy of support, did not affect society and
they were a purely personal or proprietary interest of
the plaintiff or employer.

Julia Smith (‘‘Smith’’) worked for Constellation Brands,
Inc. (‘‘Constellation’’) as a financial analyst. Sometime
later, Smith began experiencing pain related to several
subsequently-diagnosed medical conditions that she
alleged limited her ability to participate in major life
activities, including working, walking, head and neck
mobility, and other physical exercise and social and
recreational activities. Constellation granted Smith
medical leave until her return on March 4, 2015.
Later, Smith failed to show up to work for eight out
of nine days, and her employment was terminated for
unreported absenteeism. Prior to her termination,
however, Smith alleged that she notified her manager
and coworkers about fundamental accounting functions
and procedures that were lacking, that her own job

turned out to be different from what was represented
before she joined Constellation, that she struggled in
her position, and that she felt that she lacked support
from her manager and colleagues.

Smith later brought claims against Constellation under
the Fair Employment and Housing Act (‘‘FEHA’’)for
disability discrimination, failure to accommodate,
failure to engage in an interactive process, failure to
prevent discrimination, retaliation, and wrongful termi-
nation in violation of public policy under Cal. Lab.
Code § 232.5. After granting leave to amend once,
the district court dismissed Smith’s First Amended
Complaint with prejudice for failing to allege how her
diagnosed medical issues prevented her from working.
Smith appealed before the U.S. Court of Appeals for the
Ninth Circuit.

The Ninth Circuit stated that to qualify as a physical
disability under the FEHA, a plaintiff must plead that
she has any physiological disease, disorder, or condition
that affects one or more specified body systems and
limits a major life activity. Although Smith sufficiently
alleged conditions that established disability, she made
no allegations regarding how those conditions affected
her ability to work as a financial analyst. Therefore, the
Ninth Circuit affirmed the district court’s dismissal of
Smith’s claims under FEHA.

The Ninth Circuit further stated that under the second
prong, the policy in question must involve a matter that
affects society at large rather than a purely personal or
proprietary interest of the plaintiff or employer. Smith
alleged that she disclosed matters to her colleagues
regarding Constellation’s financial system, as well as
her own dissatisfaction with her position and adequacy
of support. These matters did not affect society and they
were a purely personal or proprietary interest of the
plaintiff or employer.

The Ninth Circuit stated that the district court here
permitted amendment once, notified Smith of her first
complaint’s deficiencies, and told her to plead her best
case. Because she failed to do so in her first amended
complaint, the district court was justified in its refusal to
permit amendment a second time.

Accordingly, the Ninth Circuit affirmed the district
court’s judgment.

References. See, e.g., Wilcox, California Employment
Law, § 41.32[2][c], Fair Employment and Housing Act
(Matthew Bender).
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CALENDAR OF EVENTS

2018

Apr. 11 NELI: Critical NLRB Development - A
live, interactive 2-hour webinar

10:00 AM - 12:00 PM

Apr. 11-13 ABA National Symposium on
Technology in Labor and
Employment Law

Hilton San Francisco
Union Square
333 O’Farrell St
San Francisco, CA 94102

Apr. 12-13 CLA Labor & Employment Law Section:
35th Labor & Employment Law Annual
Meeting and 24th Annual Public Sector
Conference

JW Marriott Union Square
515 Mason St
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 795-7107

Apr. 12-13 NELI: ADA & FMLA Compliance
Update

Westin St. Francis
335 Powell Street
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 397-7000

Apr. 21 CLA Workers’ Compensation Section:
2018 Spring Conference

The Cliffs Resort
2757 Shell Beach Rd.
Pismo Beach, CA 93449
(415) 795-7199

July 11 NELI: California Employment Law
Update

Catamaran Resort
3999 Mission Boulevard
San Diego, CA 92109
(858) 488-1081

July 12-13 NELI: Employment Law Update Catamaran Resort
3999 Mission Boulevard
San Diego, CA 92109
(858) 488-1081
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Aug. 16-17 NELI: Public Sector EEO and
Employment Law Update

Westin St. Francis
335 Powell Street
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 397-7000

Nov. 29-30 NELI: Employment Law Conference Westin St. Francis
335 Powell Street
San Francisco, CA 94102
(415) 397-7000
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San Francisco
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COLUMNISTS
Contact Information

Wage & Hour Advisor Verdicts and Settlements

Aaron Buckley
Paul, Plevin, Sullivan & Connaughton LLP
San Diego
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REPORTERS
Contact Information
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